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Currents is the monthly 
newsletter of the 
Bluewater Cruising 
Association (BCA),
published 10 times per year from 
September to June. BCA is a non-profit 
society, formed in 1978, to foster an active interest 
in offshore sailing. Its membership is based mainly in 
British Columbia with headquarters in Vancouver and 
active branches in Victoria and Calgary. Membership 
is approximately 500, including at least 90 members 
who are cruising offshore at any given time. BCA is 
a member of the Council of B.C. Yacht Clubs, an 
Associate Partner of the Vancouver Maritime Museum 
and a supporter of the Marine Parks Forever Society. 

Effective March 1, 2012, fees for new members 
with Canadian mailing addresses: Initiation fee $100.00 
plus annual dues $115 = $215. For non-Canadian 
mailing addresses: add $20 for extra mailing: Initiation 
$100 CDN plus annual dues $135 CDN = $235 CDN. 
Cheques payable to Bluewater Cruising Association. 
For more information contact the Membership 
Watchkeeper (above).

The Editor should receive all notices, letters, 
advertising, or other items for publication in Currents 

by the first day of the month prior for 
inclusion in the next months issue. 
Advertising materials, except for 
Tradewinds, should be submitted 

directly to the Advertising Manager. 
Please contact advertising@blue 

watercruising.org. All contributions from 
members are greatly appreciated and, subject to 

space available, an effort will be made to publish all 
material received. Currents reserves the right to edit all 
letters in accordance with club policy.

Opinions stated in the contents either expressed 
or implied are not necessarily those of the Editor or 
Watchkeepers. Neither BCA nor the Editor assumes 
responsibility for the accuracy or validity of informa-
tion printed in Currents. No part of Currents may be  
reproduced without the written permission of the Editor 
or the contributor of the article.

The Advertising Manager, who will be happy to  
provide a schedule of rates and mechanical  
requirements upon request, coordinates commercial 
advertising in Currents. 

Currents is mailed free to members and is made 
available, for a donation, at Club Nights. Currents 
is published monthly by Profile Design Group Inc.  
604-461-3900.

Mailing Address 
Bluewater Cruising Association 
8886 Hudson St., Vancouver,  
BC V6P 4N2

Vancouver Club Room Address 
Ground Floor Library 
Scottish Cultural Centre 
8886 Hudson St., Vancouver, BC

Telephone 
1-888-398-3095 Message Box  
Call or email appropriate Watchkeeper

Internet 
www.bluewatercruising.org

Administrator 
Elizabeth Gregory  
Monday 6-9pm  
604-684-6423  
admin@bluewatercruising.org

Other times leave message at  
1-888-398-3095

 
CURRENTS
November Deadline:  

September 15th

Contributions to Currents are accepted in most forms! Send email in plain text or MS Word to  
currents@bluewatercruising.org. Keep text formatting to a minimum, and watch for Style Guidelines.  

Handwritten submissions mailed to the club address are also accepted.

2014 Board of Directors
Commodore – Jennifer Handley 
commodore@bluewatercruising.org

Vice Commodore – Vacant  
vicecommodore@bluewatercruising.org

Secretary – Myrna Webster 
secretary@bluewatercruising.org

Treasurer – Vacant  
treasurer@bluewatercruising.org

Past Commodore – Boudewijn Neijens  
pastcommodore@bluewatercruising.org

Reporting to Board of Directors
Administrator – Elizabeth Gregory 
admin@bluewatercruising.org

Advertising – Richard Lees  
advertising@bluewatercruising.org 

BCA Historian – Glenora Doherty 
glenorad@gmail.com 

Currents – Donna Sassaman 
currents@bluewatercruising.org 

Council of BC Yacht Club Rep  
Judy Barefoot 
cbcycrep@bluewatercruising.org 

Webmaster – Jean Baillargeon 
webmaster@bluewatercruising.org 

Calgary Watch
Vice Commodore – Alastair Handley 
calvicecommodore@bluewatercruising.org 

Treasurer – Rick Reynolds 
caltreasurer@bluewatercruising.org 

Bosun – Vacant 
calbosuns@bluewatercruising.org 

Communications – Peter Burnham  
calcommunications@bluewatercruising.org 

Education – Mike Gregory  
caleducation@bluewatercruising.org 

Fleet Coordinator – Vacant 
calfleet@bluewatercruising.org 

Speakers – Terry Allen 
calspeakers@bluewatercruising.org 

Membership – Peter Burnham  
calmembership@bluewatercruising.org 

Vancouver Watch
Vice Commodore – Vacant  
vanvicecommdore@bluewatercruising.org

Secretary – Beth Cooper & Janet Jackson  
vansecretary@bluewatercruising.org 

Treasurer – Barb Angel  
vantreasurer@bluewatercruising.org 

Bosun – Ken Robertson  
vanbosuns@bluewatercruising.org 

Communications – Rosario Passos 
vancommunications@bluewatercruising.org 

Education – Norm Cooper 
vaneducation@bluewatercruising.org

Fleet Coordinators 
Cam & Marianne MacLean 
vanfleet@bluewatercruising.org 

Membership – Denis Heinrichs  
vanmembership@bluewatercruising.org

Receptionist – Heather Sloat 

Rendezvous – Myrna Webster  
& Dionne Tremblay 
vanrendezvous@bluewatercruising.org

Bartenders – Mike & Kathleen Nolan 
vansocials@bluewatercruising.org

Speakers – Rosario Passos 
vanspeakers@bluewatercruising.org 

Vancouver Island Watch
Vice Commodore – Glen Wilson 
vivicecommodore@bluewatercruising.org

Secretary – Vacant 
visecretary@bluewatercruising.org 

Treasurer – Don Craigmyle  
vitreasurer@bluewatercruising.org 

Bosun – Chris Stask  
vibosuns@bluewatercruising.org 

Communications – Edie Dittman  
vicommunications@bluewatercruising.org 

Education – Adam Wanczura  
vieducation@bluewatercruising.org 

Fleet Coordinator – Connie Morahan  
& Peter McMartin 
vifleet@bluewatercruising.org 

Membership – Elaine Humphrey  
vimembership@bluewatercruising.org 

Mid-Island – Brian Short  
nanaimo@bluewatercruising.org 

Receptionist – Elaine Humphrey  
& Bill Sassaman 

Rendezvous – Tanya Van Ginkel  
& Scott Chapman  
virendezvous@bluewatercruising.org 

Speakers – Peter Simpson  
vispeakers@bluewatercruising.org 

Weather – Connie Morahan  
viweather@bluewatercruising.org
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NOTICE

PENDER HARBOUR  
JAZZ FESTIVAL 

The Pender Harbour Music 
Society presents the 18th annual 

Pender Harbour Jazz Festival, 
September 19 - 21, 2014.  
Free and ticketed events in 
different venues around the 

harbour. For more information 
and to purchase tickets,  
visit www.phjazz.ca. 
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Welcome back to another 
great year of Bluewater 

Cruising Association club 
nights, events, and Currents! 
How was your summer? What 
did you do? Where did you 
get to? Whatever you did and 
wherever you went, I hope you 
had a wonderful time. 

An enjoyable mix of local cruising, a painting project, 
BURPs, and a road trip just about sums up what Bill and I 
did on our summer vacation. 

Our local cruising started in May with the ‘South Pacific’ 
Rendezvous in Bedwell Harbour, Pender Island, ably hosted 
by Tanya Van Ginkel and Scott Chapman of the VI Chapter. It 
was a fabulous time and the weather actually cooperated! See 
page 10 for the May Rendezvous report and some photos from 
that fun weekend. Other destinations in our cruising itinerary 
included Nanaimo for a haul-out and insurance survey (well, 
perhaps not lots of fun, but necessary!); Butchart Cove for 
the Colin James’ concert at Butchart Gardens; Maple Bay on 
BC Nautical Residents Association business; and Vancouver 
to attend a friend’s 70th birthday bash. On our way home 
from Vancouver, we planned to attend the BBQ hosted by 
VI Fleet Coordinators Connie Morahan and Peter McMartin. 
Unfortunately, as luck would have it, a strong southerly blow 
kept us in Montague Harbour for an additional day and we 
missed the event. From all reports, we missed a great time. 
Read all about the BBQ on page 12. 

Bill and I had discussed painting the boat for years and 
years … and finally got started this year! As I write this 
editorial, Alia is sporting two coats of off-white paint on her 

hull and cabin tops, as well as a freshened green stripe along 
the port and starboard sides. She still awaits new paint in 
her cockpit and on the deck. The mast will be a project for 
next year − or the year after...  

Where two or more BCA boats are gathered, BCAers hold 
a BURP! Our Cowichan Bay BURPs included happy hours, 
shared meals, help with projects, and lots of stories and tips. 
BURPS happened when Glen Wilson, VI Vice Commodore, 
made the trip from North Saanich to Cowichan Bay a couple 
of times aboard Moon Shadow VI, most recently with his 
newly-acquired Portuguese Water Dog, Russell; members 
Peter Huerter and Sara Wood and their children on Riki 
Tiki Tavi spent a few days at our marina before heading 
north; and members Rob Harmer and Sophia Granchinho, 
Blue Tale, our neighbours at the marina, arrived on the dock 
to enjoy a sabbatical from their jobs in Nunavut this year. 
We also had quick visits with Judy Barefoot and Paul Hunt,  
Ty Ally, while they were hauled out at the Cowichan Maritime 
Centre and when they volunteered at the Small Wooden 
Boat Festival in July, and with Dawn and Frank Gaudet,  
Dulcinea II, who told us about their VI circumnavigation.

Before we moved to the coast in 1983, Bill, our children, 
and I lived in the tiny rural community of Argenta at the 
north end of Kootenay Lake, where we homesteaded nine 
‘vertical’ acres and taught at the Argenta Friends School. 
The school, which closed in 1982, was a special place and 
alumni and staff gather periodically to enjoy one another’s 
company and reminisce. So it was this year, the first reunion 
since 2009. Bill and I stayed with our friend, Carolyn, in her 
comfortable log home high above Kootenay Lake. We partici-
pated in work projects at the community centre and Friends’ 
Meetinghouse; ate meals with 50+ attendees; danced to music 
played by local musicians; hiked around the community; and 
wallowed in nostalgia. And then, when the reunion was over, 
the last goodbye was said, and last hug shared, we drove back 
to Cowichan Bay and our present life. 

And that’s what we did on our summer vacation.

…………………………….

You may be surprised to receive a paper copy of Currents, 
given that we thought we’d be in e-Currents mode by 

September. However, the committee is still researching 
options, thanks to a few remaining technical questions, and 
the BCA Board approved continuing with the paper Currents 
until the end of the calendar year. The committee will keep 
you apprised of developments as they occur. 

Donna Sassaman, Editor

Nearly gone: the 42-year-old ‘1970s bathtub green’ paint job!

continued on page 4



We have had a glorious summer on the Coast 
and getting out on the water, even if only for a 

few days, has been good for the soul. Needless to say, 
I am still in summer mode as I sit at anchor, writing 
this report, which makes it even more challenging to 
think about BCA’s fall activities, and in particular, the 
September edition of Currents!

Our summer started early, with two weeks spent 
cruising in the Mediterranean (Sicily and the Aeolian 
Islands) aboard Hippodackl IV, with BCA members 
Bill Eisenhauer, Gabriela Hirt, and their kids − our first 
experience of the Med and one that I would love to 
repeat should there be opportunity! Watch for an article 
in a future edition of Currents and some great photos of 
our time together.

Back in Victoria and once the final ‘must do’ boat 
chores were crossed off the never-ending list, Camdeboo 
started her cruising season. We enjoyed a few weekend 
getaways, but our major trip was to Barkley Sound. This 
coincided with the Music by the Sea Festival in Bamfield 
and a rendezvous hosted by the 
Ocean Cruising Club that was also 
attended by a number of BCA and 
RVYC boats. It was wonderful to 
attend a couple of stellar concerts 
performed by internationally 
renowned musicians, and equally 
enjoyable were the many informal 
conversations with BCA members 
and other cruisers from near and 
afar who were in Barkley Sound at 
the same time.

We were delighted that Dina 
Aloi and Malcolm MacPhail, 
whose boat is currently on the 
hard in Guaymas, were able to 
join us for a few days of R & R. 
They met us in Bamfield after 

having assisted other 
BCA members, Gary 
Peacock and Karina 
McQueen, sail their 
boat to Port McNeill 
as part of a shakedown 
cruise to Bella Bella. 

Another summer 
highlight was a 
potluck BBQ hosted by 
the VI Chapter in July. 
Fleet Watchkeepers 
Connie Morahan and 
Peter McMartin coor-
dinated the event, 
which saw 50 people 
− including 18 Doers who were home for the summer, 
Doners, Fleet members, Leavers, and VI Watch members 
− gather on a breezy afternoon to share stories, swap 
memories, add a few more tips, tricks, and techniques 

to their cruising arsenal, and 
reconnect. No formal agenda, just 
time to relax and enjoy everyone’s 
company. This initiative was a first 
for VI and one worth repeating. 
Who says all the summer events 
have to take place on the water?

After a busy spring, your Board 
of Directors has taken a short 
break over the summer. Despite 
no formal meetings in July or 
August, much has continued to 
happen quietly behind the scenes, 
including web-based activity and 
updates, plans for Currents’ transi-
tion to an e-publication, continued 
work on getting our financial 
books up-to-date, recruitment for 
vacant volunteer positions (are 

3

Camdeboo anchored in the Pinkertons  
under a full moon.

Doers Malcolm MacPhail and Dina 
Aloi, back home for the summer in BC.

 Currents
Top

By Jennifer Handley
Commodore

continued on page 4
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you interested in getting involved?), and compliance with 
recent anti-spam legislation that went into effect on July 1. 
An email was sent to the nearly 1,100 people who are either 
lapsed members or have, over time, expressed interest in BCA. 
As of mid-July, a surprising 15% had responded affirmatively 
that they wish to remain on our email lists and further con-
firmations continue to trickle in. My thanks to Calgary Vice 
Commodore Alastair Handley and former BCA Commodore 
Guylain Roy-Machabee for undertaking this project on behalf 
of the Association. 

One of the most pleasurable aspects of my role as 
Commodore is meeting members who have declared their 
intention to cast off for warmer waters, and presenting them 
with their Leaver Packages. While the number in 2014 is 
nowhere near the bumper crop of 38 in 2012, it has been a 
privilege to congratulate leavers from Vancouver, Victoria, 
Nanaimo, Comox, and Calgary and learn what their plans 
are once they slip the lines and turn south at Cape Flattery. 
May fair winds and following seas be yours, and please stay in 
touch with BCA! My thanks to Cam and Marianne McLean, 
Vancouver Fleet Coordinators, who invited me to present a 
few packages at the Vancouver Fleet end-of-year BBQ in June, 
and to Glen Wilson, VI Vice Commodore, who filled in for 
me at the May Rendezvous.

It is also time to say bon voyage to Vancouver Vice 
Commodore, Glen Middleton, and his wife Marilyn who 

are going cruising again, this time aboard their beautiful 
catamaran, Avanga, currently in Belize. Thanks for your 
contributions to the Board, Glen, and, in particular, to the 
Vancouver Watch during the past year; I have valued your 
input and the work you have done on behalf of BCA. Norm 
Cooper, Vancouver Education Watchkeeper, is spearheading 
the search for a new Vice Commodore for Vancouver (watch 
for an announcement in September) and will provide support, 
mentoring, and coaching in the role through the fall.

Looking ahead, there’s a lot happening! Please make time 
to check out the variety of education workshops and seminars 
scheduled for the fall; mark Club Nights on your calendar 
− there are some great presentations lined up; and consider 
attending the Thanksgiving Rendezvous. Although there is 
no guarantee about the weather, it is always a good time and 
a great gathering of BCA members and their friends! If social 
media has caught your fancy, please ‘like’ our new Facebook 
page (which has generated considerable interest from cruisers 
and boaters far and wide) and follow us on Twitter. Last of 
all, if you like planning well in advance, the Vancouver Boat 
Show dates have been confirmed for January 21-25, 2015.

The fall is also a great time to invite some of the boaters 
and cruisers you met over the summer to attend a Chapter 
event. Who knows, they might be interested in joining BCA!

Jennifer Handley 
 BCA Commodore

From the Editor’s Desk... (cont’d)

Top Currents... (cont’d)

Paper or electronic, I hope you enjoy this issue of 
Currents! We have reports of some of the spring and summer’s 
activities (MIST, May Rendezvous, the VI Chapter BBQ, 
Music by the Sea); a fish tale from Cat’s-Paw IV; letters from 
Curiositas, Fairwyn, and Sea Whisper, reporting in from 
Mexico, Florida, and Tonga, respectively; Norm Cooper’s 
Vancouver Education report; a ‘Lesson Learned…The Hard 
Way’ from Sea Turtle IV; an essay on special BCA words and 
acronyms by BCA Historian, Glenora Doherty; a book review 

by Bruce Archibald, Adelaide, of John Kretschmer’s Sailing a 
Serious Ocean: Sailboats, Storms, Stories, and Lessons Learned 
from 30 Years at Sea; ‘All Hands on Tech’ offers a guide to 
how to steer without a rudder; and I share my friend Lana’s 
easy, tasty Beet Risotto recipe in ‘Galley Watch’. 

If you have gone from Dreamer to Doer, please keep us 
updated on your adventures by sending emails to currents@
bluewatercruising.org. And please don’t forget to send 
photos with descriptive captions! Thank you!

Wishing you fair winds and following seas, 
 Donna

The following are new members to BCA. We look forward to their participation in the Association.

Name Boat Chapter Date Joined 

Lucas Sinopoli  Vancouver 06/05/2014

Ian Mackin & Barbara Brousseau Lolani Vancouver Island 15/05/2014

Murat & Linda Aydede  Vancouver 25/05/2014

Ken & Carol Gillstrom  Voyageur 10.10 Vancouver 07/07/2014

Welcome Aboard

mailto:currents@bluewatercruising.org
mailto:currents@bluewatercruising.org
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Calendar
of
Events

Calendar
of Events

Fostering seamanship & 
friendship for  

people with an active 
interest in offshore cruising

CURRENT EVENTS
Calgary Club Night  

HMS Tecumseh, 1820 – 24th Street SW, Calgary, AB 
Members $3.00, Non-Members $10.00 

Tuesday, September 2, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h)

The Beagle Channel - Dave and Jan Hutchinson, Dulcinea 
Sailing the Beagle Channel from Atlantic to Pacific in a 63-foot catamaran foam 
sandwich. Jan and Dave will describe some of the preparations, successes, and 
difficulties moving their tropical cruising home into the high latitudes around 

Cape Horn and beyond. 

Vancouver Club Night  
Scottish Cultural Centre, 8886 Hudson Street, Vancouver, BC 

Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00 
Wednesday, September 10, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h))

Presentation to be Announced

 Vancouver Island – Mid-Island Club Night   
Nanaimo Yacht Club, NW end of Townsite Road, Nanaimo, BC 

Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00 
Thursday, September 18, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h)

Four Guys Cross the Atlantic – David Greer 
In 2013, four guys sailed Dick and Marian Leighton’s Prout 39 catamaran, 

Van Kedisi, more than 2,800 nm across the Atlantic Ocean from the Canary 
Islands to Barbados. Crossing oceans with your spouse is one thing, but 
what about when the spouses can’t or don’t want to cross an ocean? This 
presentation covers the ups and downs of how BCA member, Dick, his 

21-year-old son, Andy, and friends, Rick Lane and David Greer, coped with 
living together, sailing, and dealing with boat issues as they sailed across the 

Atlantic, including an emergency stop in the Cape Verde Islands.

BCA member David Greer started sailing before he was a teenager, taking CYA 
lessons at Pigeon Lake in Alberta while racing Fireball sailboats with his Dad. 
He and his wife, Karalee Greer, have owned four boats, traveling up and down 
BC’s coast. In 2001, they commissioned a sailboat in the south of France and 

for two years, home schooled their three children while sailing more than 
5,000 nm in the Mediterranean. David writes and presents extensively on 

sailing, passage making, and family living on a sailboat.

Offshore Cruiser Forum 
Join us in September to hear stories from a panel of knowledgeable offshore 
cruiser couples about their experiences offshore. This moderated discussion 
will include audience participation in the form of questions and comments. 

SEPTEMBER
 2 Calgary Club Night

 10 Vancouver Club Night

 16 VI – Victoria Club Night

 18  VI – Mid-Island Club 

Night

OCTOBER
 7 Calgary Club Night

 8 Vancouver Club Night

 11-13  Thanksgiving 

Rendezvous,  

Thetis Island

 21 VI – Victoria Club Night

 23  VI – Mid-Island Club 

Night

Continued on page 7
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Fleetsof Bluewater 
      Cruising Association
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Vancouver Fleet

In September of every year a number 
of members of BCA get together to 

form the Fleets – one on Vancouver 
Island, one in Calgary and one on the 
Lower Mainland. These are people 
who are planning to leave for offshore 
in the following year or soon there-
after. They meet monthly or more 
often, depending on the program they 
set up for the year. The members 
themselves decide the program based 
on their needs and interests.

One of the objectives of the 
Fleet is to increase the participants’ 
basic knowledge of whatever is 
necessary to prepare them for safe 
and comfortable voyages. Examples 
of sessions presented in years past 
are: Presentations and panels by 
BCA members who have recently 
returned from offshore; Use of Pactor 
Modems for Email and Weather Files; 
Mast climbing; Ham and SSB, Storm 
Tactics and Safety at Sea; Psychology of 
Cruising; Rigging and Rigging Repair, 
Sail Selection and Sail Repair; and 

Medical Problems Offshore. Each year’s 
Fleet can work with the Education 
Watch to set up sessions such as these. 

Another objective is to make the 
members aware of sources of useful 
and innovative equipment available. 
A committee of the Fleet is in contact 
with various suppliers, collecting 
information on equipment available 
at good prices.

Perhaps the most important 
objective of the Fleet is to get to know 
the people who will be sharing their 
offshore adventure – people whom 
they will be meeting in foreign ports, 
people who will happily help each 
other out in times of difficulty, people 
who will become long-time friends. 
With this in mind we have a number 
of dinners during the year with no 
specific program other than getting to 
know one another better.

Throughout the year the 
Vancouver Fleet’s regular meetings 
are held on the fourth Tuesday of 
each month. The first meeting of the 
Vancouver Fleet of 2015 will be held 
at the Scottish Cultural Centre at 1900 
hours on Tuesday, September 23rd. 
This meeting will feature members of 
earlier Fleets who have returned to 
Vancouver. 

If you would like to join, just 
show up at the meeting. Fleet fees will 
be $50 per boat – all crew welcome 
to attend.

Cameron and Marianne McLean, 
Vancouver Fleet Coordinators 
    vanfleet@bluewatercruising.org

Vancouver Island Fleet  
and Weather Group

If you are planning to sail offshore 
in the next year or two on your 

own boat or someone else’s, consider 
joining the VI Fleet of 2014/15, 
which will have its first meeting 
on September 24th at Royal Victoria 
Yacht Club. The Fleet meets every two 
weeks and will have presentations or 
discussions on a variety of topics 
that are of interest to Fleet members. 
The cost is $60 per boat for the 
year. Many Fleet members also join 
the Weather Group, which meets on 
the same nights immediately after 
the Fleet group. The Weather Group 
is designed to help participants 
increase their understanding of global 
weather and to develop basic skills 
in analyzing and applying weather 
information available at sea.

If you are interested in joining 
the 2014/15 VI Fleet or Weather 
Group, contact us at vifleet@
bluewatercrusing.org for more 
information or to register.

Connie Morahan and Peter 
McMartin, VI Fleet Coordinators 
 vifleet@bluewatercruising.org

mailto:vanfleet@bluewatercruising.org
mailto:vifleet@bluewatercruising.org
mailto:vifleet@bluewatercruising.org
mailto:vifleet@bluewatercruising.org
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BCA BOARD POSITIONS

The Vice Commodore:

• Acts in the Commodore’s absence

•  Coordinates the Vancouver Boat Show 
display

•  Organizes the Annual General Meeting

•  Assists coordination of Rendezvous as 
required

•  Assists revenue development through 
education and events

•  Initiates marketing to assist membership 
development

•  Attends Board of Director meetings via 
SKYPE or other VOIP service (usually 9 
meetings annually)

•  Attends annual Board of Director 
strategy meeting

Harken back to your school 
years: September is the 
month of fresh starts. So 
start the BCA year off right 
by volunteering for one of the 
following positions! You will 
earn a virtual Gold Star by 
joining the BCA team! You will 
also receive free admission 
into club nights, an official 
BCA badge, and a special 
burgee. Orientation to the 
position will be provided.

The Treasurer:

• Maintains the financial records for BCA

• Manages the bookkeeper 

• Liaises with BCA’s bank

• Oversees the investment accounts

•  Prepares interim financial statements for the BOD 
(usually quarterly)

•  Prepares BCA’s Annual Financial Statement and 
presents at the AGM

•  Coordinates the preparation of and presents the 
annual budget at the AGM

•  Attends Board of Director meetings via SKYPE or 
other VOIP service (usually 9 meetings annually)

• Attends annual Board of Director strategy meeting

•  Attends Finance Committee meetings via SKYPE 
or other VOIP service (3-4 meetings annually)

• Holds a fiduciary duty to BCA

NOTE: These positions are open to members in all chapters! 

Please contact Commodore Jennifer Handley, commodore@bluewatercruising.org, to volunteer.

Cont’d

Vancouver Island – Victoria Club Night   
Royal Victoria Yacht Club, 3475 Ripon Road, Victoria, BC 

Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00 
Tuesday, September 16, 2014 

Doors and No Host Bar 1900h; Meeting 1930h;  
Presentation: 2000h

OFFSHORE CRUISER FORUM 
Join us to hear stories from a panel of knowledgeable 

offshore cruiser couples about their experiences offshore. 
This moderated discussion will include audience 

participation in the form of questions and comments.  
Topics include:

• Why they decided to go cruising?

•Was their experience different than expected?

• What did they miss most while cruising?

• What was their most significant passage and why?

• Compatibility of crew and challenges of 24/7  
relationships on board

• What would they do differently next time?

•What are their cruising plans for future?

CURRENT EVENTS

mailto:vanfleet@bluewatercruising.org
http://www.westernfinancialgroup.ca
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REPORT

Mid-Island

Back in May the Mid-Island group held their first 
MIST (Mid-Island Sail Training). The intent was 

to provide a day of instruction and a day out on 
the water to teach/learn/practice blue water sailing 
procedures. There is much to know about offshore 
cruising, and many of us attend seminars and read 
books, but this weekend was about practicing, for 
those of us who learn by doing.

All members present consid-
ered it a roaring success. We had five 
boats with nine people registered, 
and although one boat couldn’t 
make it because of technical issues, 
the crew still attended! Saturday 
started off on the docks with a pre-
sentation by Lew Forth on PFDs, 
jack lines, and tethers, and using 
a heave-to procedure for MOB. His 
two-length, one-piece tether was 
well received. A later trial of Lew’s 
suggested MOB procedure really 
was impressive.

Rob Dodge did a great job of 
explaining sextant use and how to 
do rudimentary calculations to find 
your place on the planet without 
electronics. As it got colder and 
windier, we found refuge in one 
of the boats that had a heater 
(thanks, Harry!). Then we toured 
each other’s boats to see every-
one’s clever ideas, adaptations, and 
equipment. Discussions ensued 
around drogues, jack lines, mast 
climbing, radio communications, 
galley safety, etc. 

The potluck at Rob and Grace’s 
was an added bonus and we got to know each other better 
over an excellent meal. Always a must with BCA! With several 

Old Salts around, it was a great evening of 
stories and more casual learning. 

Then Sunday, we left Mark Bay 
with three boats sailing out. Two boats 
attempted to weigh anchor without 
engines. We practised hoving-to (or is 
it heaving-to?), MOB, reefing, and dead 
reckoning. Over a 10-mile course, one 
boat was 1.5 miles off, we were 3 miles off 
(need to swing my compass), and the 3rd 
boat decided to turn back due to illness as 
it was a rather cold, blustery day. 

There were a few things we didn’t 
get to do, as some planned activities 
were weather dependant. One participant 

commented that he learned more in one weekend than he 
had in five years. For those of us who learn by doing, or need 
a little encouragement to stretch ourselves, it was a great 

MIST
By Brian Short,  
Mid-Island Representative

The docks at Newcastle Island served as a classroom.

Lew Forth demonstrates the importance of tethers  
when offshore sailing.

Food, warmth, and sharing of tall tales:  
a BCA potluck experience.

Brian gets chartplotter envy!
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Education
VANCOUVER
Norm Cooper, Vancouver Education Watchkeeper 
 vaneducation@bluewatercruising.org

I hope you’ve had an excellent summer of sailing - 
practicing diesel maintenance, weather forecasting, radar 

operation and many of the other skills you learned in the 
BCA classroom last winter. But soon it will be dark and 
rainy again, so it is now time to start planning another 
winter season of education in Vancouver. Our goal is to 
provide educational courses that are interesting and useful 
to both those preparing to go offshore as well as those who 
are coastal sailing in BC and those who have returned from 
offshore but want to continue their learning. 

 This is a call for member input on the courses to be 
offered this coming season. If there are particular subjects 
you would like covered, please contact me. As a refresher, 
listed below are the courses we ran last season. We will 
offer something similar again this year, with additions and 
deletions according to BCA member input. Please let us 
know what you want to learn!

Courses Last Season (2013-2014)

• Coastal Navigation

• Psychology of Voyaging

• VHF / DSC Radio License

• Radar Operation

• Ham Radio Licensing

• Electrical Trouble Shooting

•  Diesel Operation and Maintenance - Basic, Intermediate 
& Advanced

• Diesel Operation for Women Only - Basic & Intermediate

• Mahina Offshore Seminar

• Basic Offshore Weather with Lee Chesneau

• Advanced Offshore Weather with Lee Chesneau

• Offshore Sails with Carol Hasse

• Offshore Rigging with Brion Toss

• Port Townsend Sail Repair Weekend with Carol Hasse 

 We will work towards repeating the most popular 
courses from last year. At this point I can tell you that 
John and Amanda Neal will be back in Vancouver for 
another Mahina Offshore Seminar. The date for this event 
is Saturday, February 21, 2015. It will be at the Granville 
Island Hotel. I have also been in touch with boat systems 
guru, Nigel Calder. He is interested in coming to visit 
us again. The tentative date is April 2015. We are also 
in discussion with the North Shore Amateur Radio Club 
(NSARC) regarding our Ham Licensing Course in 2015. We 
should be able to substantially reduce the cost of the course 
by going this route.

weekend! Thanks to Rob, Grace, 
and Lew for doing such a great job 
of hosting the event. And to the par-
ticipants: Thanks for your willing-
ness to learn in adverse conditions.

From Roger and Maryna: 
“...very enjoyable and beneficial 
weekend from the perspective of 
Tradewind Seeker crew. We would 
definitely attend this event again 
and recommend it to others as 
a great way to tune up for the 
summer's adventures. We were 

overall impressed and grateful 
to those who aspired to make 
the MIST experience possible.” 
Although the event was open to all 
BCA members, we realize that it is 
difficult to travel to Nanaimo for 
a 2-day session, so we encourage 
other chapters to try a similar 
event closer to home. That said, 
we intend on hosting it again next 
spring and limiting participation to 
a small number of boats to make it 
easier to manage, and to learn more.

Tradewind Seeker reefs the main in cold,  
blustery conditions.
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On the Water

The May long weekend brought us to the BCA 
Rendezvous, hosted by the VI Chapter, at 

Bedwell Harbour, Pender Island. This year’s theme 
was ‘South Pacific’ and we were blessed with 
beautiful weather that could almost have you believe 
that the breakwater dock at Poets Cove truly was a 
‘tropical isle’. 

Saturday morning started with breakfast for those 
who had already arrived. We had many more arrivals 
throughout the day and the 2pm presentation by Brent 
Jacobi on rigging for offshore was very well attended. 
Saturday night saw us gather for appy hour on the 
dock. Lots of yummy appetizers, a mixer game, a 
guest appearance by a real Pirate of the South Seas, 
a chance to fill out a ballot to win an ACR ditch bag, 
and wonderful company made for a fun evening.

Sunday was a very full day. Breakfast was followed 
by two presentations: a plankton tow and Secchi disk 
demonstration by Elaine Humphrey, and a soft shack-
le-making workshop organized by me. Unfortunately, 
I underestimated the interest in this and did not have 
enough dyneema to go around; my apologies to those 
who missed out.

A group hike up Mount Norman was next on the 
agenda and all of us who went got a good workout 
and were rewarded with a fantastic view! The hike 
was followed closely by the blind dinghy race. We 
had two divisions − hard and inflatables − with three 
entries each. Grace and Rob from Nanamuk won the 
hard dinghy division and Ken and Vanessa from Blue 
Rose won the prize in the inflatable division for most 
perseverance, as they completed the course even after 
their oars kept popping out!

Sunday’s potluck was the highlight meal of the 
weekend! All those yummy dishes! It had a very South 
Pacific feel as many members were dressed in their 
brightly coloured tropical attire. After the meal, we 
began with the presentation of leaver packages. Six 
boats in all received their packages from Vancouver 
Island chapter Vice Commodore Glen Wilson: Riki 

Report of the May Rendezvous
By Tanya Van Ginkel, 2014 May Rendezvous Co-Coordinator

Tiki Tavi, Kanilela, Kialoa, Papillon II, Seadra, and 
Cockpit are all planning to head south this summer. 
After the leaver packages were presented, we then 
had a visit from the brother of the Pirate of the South 
Seas, who entertained us and gave awards to some 
deserving sailors. This was followed by a draw from 
the Bingo cards received from the mixer game, prizes 
of t-shirts and hats donated by Saltspring Fire & 
Rescue were awarded. The ACR ditch bag was won 
by Grace of Nanamuk as she had guessed closest to 
the secret number of 111. All the other prizes were 
drawn from the tickets that each person received upon 
registration. Many thanks go out to all the businesses 
that donated their goods and services. 

Sunday night saw a jam session on the dock and 
those of us still up were treated to some lovely music 
including Hawaiian ukulele songs.

Monday morning was breakfast on the breakwater 
and goodbyes. Most boats left that day and it was sad 
to see an empty breakwater and harbour after such a 
fun weekend. Big thanks go out to all those boats that 
helped out with the many tasks that needed doing! 
It truly was a case of many hands making light work 
and I am very grateful for all the support we received 
in hosting this event. 

In total we had 99 people and 41 boats attending, 
1,497 feet of boat overall!

The following are the businesses that donated 
prizes for the Rendezvous. Please give them a thank 
you if you happen to be by: 

• All Bay Marine, Sidney 
• Blackline Marine, North Saanich
• Canoe Cove Marina, North Saanich
• Gartside Marine Engines, Sidney
• Mainstay Yachttech, Sidney
• Saltspring Fire & Rescue, Saltspring Island
• Slegg Lumber, Saltspring Island
• Trotac Marine Ltd., Victoria
• UK Halsey Northwest, Sidney
• Vector Yachts, Sidney
• Waypoint Marine, Sidney
• West Marine, Sidney

And a special thank you to The Boaters Exchange, 
Sidney, for loaning us their palm trees for the 
weekend!
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headed offshore as long ago 
as 2002 or earlier, and 10 
members of the 2014 VI Fleet, 
of whom three are heading 
offshore this year. There were 
even two BCA boats anchored 
off the property, who had 
sailed from Nanaimo for the 
event. The weather was better 
than forecast, although cooler 
and windier than usual, the 
food was fabulous, and the 
company was excellent! Many 

participants commented on how great it was to be able 
to socialize with other members for much longer than 
is possible at BCA club nights. Some felt it would be 
a good idea to do it all again next summer, if possible.

A big thank you to Mary McMartin and the family 
for providing the venue and Peter and Connie for 
hosting the event!

On July 19th, the 
BCA Vancouver 

Island Watch held a 
Cruisers’ Potluck BBQ to 
bring together offshore 
cruising members who are 
temporarily back home, with 
the 2014 VI Fleet Group, 
Doners and members of the 
Watch. Since their boats are 
currently somewhere else, 
these members miss out on 
all the Rendezvous, and are 
able to attend only one or two BCA club nights while 
they’re home, so the Watch decided to organize a 
summer social event.

50 people gathered at the McMartin waterfront 
home on Saanich Inlet, to eat, drink, get to know 
each other better and tell stories for several hours. 
Participants included 18 members who are currently 
cruising (mostly in Mexico), 15 Doners, of whom some 

July 19th Cruisers’ Potluck BBQ

On the Island
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This was the fourth year for Polyandra to attend 
Music by the Sea at Bamfield. It was the third 

year for the informal BURP (Bluewater Unofficial 
Rendezvous Place). Each year a yacht club has taken 
the lead in encouraging boats to attend. Three years 
ago it was BCA, last year the Royal Victoria Yacht Club, 
and this year the Ocean Cruising Club.

This year the events started on the Thursday with 
a happy hour ashore, organised by the OCC, in the 
Turtle Islands anchorage in the Broken Islands. On 
the Saturday, July 5th, local residents Mark and Judith 
Phillips made their dock and deck the location of a pot 
luck dinner before the first concert of the festival. On 
the Wednesday local summer residents Lynn and Rick 
Sweeting put on a Pig Roast for yachties and musicians. 
Burgees with stars (for the number of times attending 
the festival) were presented to all yachties. 

It was an enjoyable event when one has the chance 
to get to know some of the very talented musicians. 
Skippers and crew attended anywhere from none to all 
of the eleven concerts of the festival. It was the ninth 
year that it has been held and 2015 will be the 10th 
anniversary of the festival. For someone who likes 
classical Chamber Music and Jazz and to hear much 

BCA Rendezvous Bamfield 2014

creativity by the 25 highly talented professional inter-
national artists, it was again a memorable event. 

Next year it seems likely that a yacht club from 
Puget Sound may take the lead in holding a rendezvous 
and encouraging boats to attend the festival. BCA boats 
will find it an enjoyable week because of the great 
hospitality provided and the opportunity to meet other 
yachties and the musicians. The hospitality provided by 
local residents was outstanding. Fortunately this year 
the weather did not interfere with the social events as 
there was some fog and drizzle but there were several 
days with bright sun in Bamfield Inlet. BCA boats 
attending were: Nordic Saga (Honourary members Tony 
and Coryn Gooch), Genesis (from the Calgary Chapter), 
Inceptus, Cookie Cutter, Hoku Pa’a, Camdeboo, and 
Polyandra, and also Jade Passage (without boat). 
Other Ocean Cruising Club boats attending included: 
Bagheera, Rebel X, Sagitta, Horizon, Issuma, Hooligan, 
and Tystie. 

For those considering attending in 2015, keep an 
eye on the Music by the Sea web site at http://www.
musicbythesea.ca/. The date is expected to be July 
4-12, 2015. There is a special section with information 
for boaters.

Fabulous music and lots of socializing, including a pig roast, made for a memorable time in Bamfield.

By Shaun Peck, Polyandra

http://www.musicbythesea.ca/
http://www.musicbythesea.ca/
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Postcards
Offshorefrom

Barry caught a fish the other day. This 
was a big occasion – I am pretty sure 

he hasn’t caught one since we crossed the 
Indian Ocean. His record while crossing 
the South Atlantic was “Fish 5, Barry 
nothing”. I think it kind of discouraged 
him, but he decided to purchase some 
new hooks the other day. He got a neon 
green squid that cost him $12.00. Boy, 
did it ever work like a charm! He pulled 
in the approximately 6-pound tunny, 
a member of the mackerel family, on 
Easter Sunday as we were sailing from a 
small island east of Puerto Rico into San 
Juan. We enjoyed a wonderful Easter 
supper with fresh fish steaks cooked 
superbly by the fisherman.

Since that day, we have had a great 
fish stew and a delicious fish stir fry. 

Once we left San Juan, Barry figured 
he would try again. The neon green did 
its thing and we had another fish on the 
line. Unfortunately, the gear failed, a 
connecting swivel was demolished, and 
the beautiful hook was no more. Barry 
figures he had hooked a monster and it 
is now swimming about with a decorative 
lip ring, the envy of the school. He has 
tried out his smaller, less expensive, 
bright neon pink lure but so far, no takers. 

If anyone is keeping track, the hook 
gave us seven dinners in total, at a price 
of $1.71 per portion of fish. Not bad, not 
bad at all! There may be another neon 
green hook in our future.

Cat’s-Paw IV
FAST PASSAGE 39

Ann and Barry Lange

Fresh fish for supper!

http://www.dolphininsurance.com/offshore
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Letters Offshore
from
   

knot plus head wind, we got another phone 
call from Rob. He suggested looking at the 
pressure gauge mechanism, and sure enough 

that is where the leak was. Apparently 
we should be able to fix it, so we headed 
back to Bahia Concepcion, intending to 
go further into the bay where we could 
get to a hardware store for the part we 
need. The sail back was fast, and we still 
had a good wind as we entered the bay. A 
couple of miles in, the wind totally died, 
and evening was setting in. We turned 
the engine on thinking we had enough 
oil to get us 5 more miles, but after only 
1 mile, it had leaked out. No wind, no 

engine, nowhere to anchor. We recalled one of our Bluewater 
Cruising Association talks about how you can move a boat 
by push/pulling it with the dinghy. Luckily it was calm, so 
we launched the dinghy, put the outboard motor on and tied 
up to the side of the boat. In a couple of minutes we were 
cruising along at 3 knots. (How can this be - 4 hp motor gets 
us 3 knots, 50 hp only gets us 6 knots?) An hour and a half 
later, we were safely anchored back at Santo Domingo, just as 
the sun was setting on a long day. Next day after contorting 
himself in the engine room for a few hours, Wayne managed 
to fix the engine and we think it is good enough to carry on. 

This was our first ‘emergency’ 
kind of situation and while there 
were some lessons learned, we 
think we did pretty good dealing 
with it. Hope this sort of thing 
doesn’t happen again, but we know 
it will!

Next day we tested the 
engine with the short trip to Playa 
Santispac, 8 miles south into Bahia 
Concepcion. Worked like a charm. 
The beach at Santispac used to be 
lined with trailers, but is now only 
for short term and day use. We 
had heard good things about Ana’s 

restaurant and went ashore for dinner. The only customers, 
Carlos set a table up for us on the beach where there was a 
light breeze. We found out that Carlos is a serious futbol fan 

San Juanico, La Ramada, Bahia Concepcion

San Juanico turned out to be another one 
of those rolly anchorages, so after just 

one night we moved around the corner 
to a lovely little bay called La Ramada. 
We remarked on how lucky we were 
that were no other boats, considering 
how small it was. However, we heard 
on the net a few days after we left that 
there were 7 boats anchored there! As 
I putzed around in the dinghy one 
day, I followed a school of rays around 
and determined to get a picture of one 
jumping. Unfortunately, as I tried to 
keep the camera aimed and steer the 
boat, I didn’t realize that the zoom wasn’t on. Oh well, I will 
keep trying! 

The trip from La Ramada to Bahia Concepcion, 40 miles, 
was what is turning out to be a typical sailing day: Starting off 
with little wind, picking up and dying every half hour, and 
then quickly blowing up over 20 knots in the mid afternoon. 
Makes it quite challenging to know how much sail to have up, 
but we are learning to keep a close eye on the anemometer. 
Bahia Concepcion is a very large bay - over 20 miles long - 
with several anchorages. As it had already been a long day, we 
stopped at the outermost anchorage, Santo Domingo. While 
we were putting the hook down, 
the engine oil pressure alarm went 
off - zero oil pressure. A check of 
the oil showed that the gauge was 
correct: we had no oil, except all 
that black stuff all over the engine 
and in the bilge! 

Next day, Wayne went on a 
detecting mission to find the source 
of the leak, but could not see 
anything obvious. Luckily, we had 
phone reception and gave a call to 
Cross Marine in La Paz, who had 
done some work on our engine 
recently. First indications were 
that it might be a seal, which means hauling the boat and 
the engine out to fix. Yikes! As it was a nice windy day, we 
decided to head directly for La Paz right away, knowing we 
would have to sail all the way, saving our small store of spare 
oil for getting into the dock. About 5 miles out in a roaring 20 

Curiositas
VALIANT 40 CUTTER
Judy Thompson and  

Wayne Lidstone

It’s a bird... it’s a plane... no, it’s a jumping ray  
in La Ramada!

Curiositas at anchor in Playa Santispac.
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earlier than usual because of the 
hot weather. The report said “cau-
tiously optimistic there will not be a 
Chubasco tonight”. Despite this, we 
took down the tarp, hauled the dinghy 
up onto the deck, and made sure we 
had lots of rode out. 

Well, we experienced our first 
Chubasco that night - a classic I guess, 
starting at 0030h, blowing up to 47 
knots, lots of rain and lightening. We 
stayed hooked though, as did the other 
two boats in the anchorage and rode 
it out with no problems. Not much 
choice, really!

Honeymoon Cove, Loreto, Isla 
Carmen, Isla Coronados

A few miles north of Bahia 
Candeleros lies Isla Dizante and 

Honeymoon Cove. We pulled into 
this lovely bay in the late afternoon, 
the only boat there. 

Isla Carmen is a few more miles 
north. I have heard that some people 
will spend a few months here, and 
because it is so beautiful and has 
so many good anchorages, they see 
no reason to go anywhere else! We 
planned on circling the island and 
first spent a couple of days in Bahia 
Ballandra where we did some hiking 
and snorkelling. Again, we had the 
whole place to ourselves. 

Our next stop was Bahia Salinas 
on the eastern side of Isla Carmen. 
They used to have huge salt ponds 
here and we were looking forward 
to touring the ponds and the old 
buildings. However, the seas were so 
big and rolly at the anchorage (again, 
we were the only boat!) we were 
concerned about putting the dinghy 
in safely and getting through the surf 
on shore. The seas did not subside 
overnight, so we pulled up anchor and 
headed to Puerto Escondido. When 

Curiositas... (cont’d)

and he invited us to watch the games 
on the restaurant’s big screen TV. Wayne 
watched a bunch more games over the 
next couple of days, and Carlos was 
even kind enough to give us a ride into 
the nearby town of Mulege for a bit of 
shopping and looking about.

Mulege is interesting as it is built 
inland, along the Rio Santa Rosalia, 
which is lined with date palms. I gather 
the river often floods and the town is 
now mostly built on the surrounding 
hills. 

From Santispac, we went to explore 
Bahia Concepcion further and anchored 
the next few nights in Isla Requeson 
where there is a small resort and res-
taurant, run by Americans. Here we 
met some other cruisers and spent 
a fun couple of days ... you guessed 
it, watching more futbol! While the 
anchorages in Bahia Concepcion are 
nice, the highway runs along the shore 
and it is a little strange to be hearing 
traffic day and night. On the plus side, 
there are a number of small stores and 
restaurants. We found it a nice change 
from the solitude of other areas. Despite 
the upcoming July 4 party at nearby El 
Burro (complete with fireworks) we 
found it very hot in Bahia Concepcion 
and decided to move on.

We had been seeing lightening 
shows on the mainland side of the Sea 
of Cortez for several nights and knew 
it was only a matter of time before they 
crossed over to the Baja. ‘Chubascos’ 
are one of the weather issues to watch 
for in the Sea of Cortez in the summer 
months. These generally hit between 
midnight and 0300, last 60 to 90 
minutes, have winds between 30 and 
70 knots, and involve lightening and 
heavy rain. We had been listening to 
the nightly SSB radio Chubasco reports, 
which they started on July 1, 2 weeks 

Cute seating in the Mulege town square.

Date palms line Rio Santa Rosalia.

Pre-Chubasco sunset sky, Santo Domingo.

Honeymoon Cove, Isla Dizante, with Sierra de la 
Gigantes in the background
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we pulled the mainsail out, some 
kind of insect nest fell out - it looked 
like a wasp nest, but the material was 
more clay-like than papery, and, it 
was full of creepy looking spiders! 
More on this later...

 Puerto Escondido, is a large, 
round bay almost completely sur-
rounded by land. Many consider it 
one of the best hurricane holes in the 
area (although others say the holding 
ground is poor) so we wanted to 
check it out just in case we needed a 
place to duck into. We listen to the 
weather forecasts every morning on 
the Sonrisa net on the single side 
band (SSB) radio. There is also a 
VHF net based in Puerto Escondido 
which provides us with more local 
information and weather. 

Puerto Escondido has a small 
marina and streets were laid out some 
years ago with the thought of a major 
housing / resort development. For whatever reason it didn’t 
happen and it is a ghost town now without any buildings. 
Very weird. A short walk up the road, however, there is a 
small, lovely hotel and we partook of a very good meal, our 
first eating out since leaving La Paz! It was very hot in Puerto 
Escondido so we only stayed the one night and pulled up 
anchor the next day and headed to Loreto. 

Loreto is a charming town with a history of being 
the first mission established in the California’s in 1697. It 
became the center for additional missions throughout Baja 
and California, as far north as San Francisco. It was the 
political and economic capital of Baja until 1829 when a 
huge destructive storm forced a move to La Paz. Today, the 
buildings in the historical center have been redeveloped so 
it is very pretty, but mostly tourist shops and restaurants, 
and very few people.

Loreto does not really have a protected bay in which to 
anchor - it is called a roadstead anchorage - but the weather 
forecast was for calm winds and the seas are somewhat 
broken up by Isla Carmen, so we felt it was safe to stay for 
a couple of days. First on the agenda was to find a place to 
watch some World Cup futbol. Mexico was playing its first 
game and wandering through the main square, we found a 
little cafe with a group of people crowded around a big flat 

screen TV on the patio. In the usual 
mix of broken Spanish and English, 
we were told that the restaurant was 
not open, but we were welcome to 
join them to watch the game! We 
watched another game that afternoon 
in a funky place called the Giggling 
Dolphin, before heading off the next 
morning to Isla Coronados.

The anchorage at Isla Coronados 
stretches along a nice beach and 
a long spit. We anchored near the 
beach, but later found out that there 
are more bees in that area, probably 
why other boats that came in were 
all along the spit. Anyway, we have 
developed our defense against the 
bees - set up the mosquito nets over 
the hatches as soon as we arrive, don’t 
leave any fresh water or drinks sitting 
in the cockpit, and retreat inside if 

it gets too annoying. The bees are 
surprisingly passive and neither of us 

has been stung yet.

When we first entered the anchorage I saw a large dark 
patch and said to Wayne that was likely rocks and therefore a 
place to avoid. Later on out in the dinghy, the rocks seemed to 
have disappeared. We heard Mobula rays (we think) jumping 
and realized that the large dark patch we’d seen earlier was 
actually a school of rays near the water surface! 

A couple of days before, I had noticed a swelling on the 
back of my leg, something that looked like a bite. Remember 
those spiders that fell out of the mainsail? It was starting to 
look really infected, with a growing ring of inflammation. 
We went on the local VHF net, got a recommendation for a 
doctor in Loreto, and headed back into town. Dr. Fernando, 
who had been educated at a Spanish / English bilingual 
school, agreed that it was badly infected and prescribed an 
antibiotic. He wanted to do a follow up in a couple of days, so 
we spent some more time watching futbol in Loreto. On this 
visit it became really clear how many gringos live there. We 
saw very few Mexicans in the restaurants, and everywhere we 
were greeted in English. Dr. Fernando was pleased with my 
progress, and we set off again heading north to San Juanico. 

Bahia Ballandra, Isla Carmen from the hills above.

Sierra de la Gigante range reflected in the calm waters of 
Puerto Escondido.
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country. Now the new king, Queen 
Salote’s grandson, King George Tupou 
V, is promising democracy as Tongans 
would like to have more say in the 
country they call home.

Neiafu, Vava’u
Grass Skirts and Tongan Feasts

Log Entry August 25, 2013

1100 14 40.1 S 174 01.6 W SOG 5.9 
COG 239 Wind SSW @ 5 kn.

Motoring to Neiafu, Vava’u harbour. 
Spectacular scenery, steep cliffs and 
sea caves 28 C. Humid.

How excited we were to turn 
the corner and head through 

the protected waters into Port of 
Refuge. To our surprise we counted 
about 40 cruising boats at anchor 
and on mooring balls in one of 
the world’s most protected harbours. 
After clearing Customs, we secured 
a mooring and headed to town. Our 
reaction to Neiafu was mixed. On 
the business side there are bars, 
restaurants, charter fleets and ‘Swim 
with the Whale’ tours in a rather 
ramshackle town setting. But the 
real appeal for us comes alive in the 

simple joy of walking. We 
look intently at the Tongan 
men, women and children 
in their traditional Ta’ovalas 
(grass skirts), their Kiekies 
(decorative waistbands), and 
the Tupenus (the beautiful 
fabric wrap-around long 
skirts worn by the men and 
boys and the children and 
students at school). We’re in 
Tonga! 

And then we discover the 
waterfront market…a grand 
mixture of vegetables and fruit 

and their textures, colours and aromas displayed in interesting 
food groups and handmade woven frond baskets. We hurry 
to buy a hand of bananas, a pyramid of tomatoes, wands of 

Tonga – The Friendly Islands
Log Entry August 22, 2013 Enroute 
Tonga from Niue 

1400 19 03.0 S 170 13.9 W SOG 3.3 
COG 260 Wind ESE 5-10 kn. Heavy rain 
squalls wind increasing to 15 kn. and 
shifting 40 degrees. Frustrating!

Captain Cook’s ‘Friendly Islands’ 
became a bit of a misnomer in 

1777. After naming the Tonga Islands 
the ‘Friendly Islands’, Captain Cook 
narrowly escaped death when plans 
for a lavish feast for him fell apart 
in Tonga. The big celebration was a 
conspiracy to raid his two ships and 
kill him.

With a population of over 100,000 
and 171 islands within the four island 
groups: the Niue’s, Vava‘u, Ha’apai and 
Tongatapu, Tonga will soon become 
our favourite South Pacific Paradise. 
Why? Where else can one find such 
natural beauty, remote idyllic palm-
fringed islands, flourishing coral reefs, 
deserted white beaches, and friendly 
homogeneous people, many of whom 
live in remote villages and fish and 
weave for their livelihood. How exotic 
it is! 

Queen Salote…And Now…
The New King

Kings have ruled Tonga, a 
constitutional monarchy, 

since the 1800s. In 1918, 
Queen Salote (Charlotte) at 
the age of eighteen became 
Queen of Tonga. Queen Salote 
helped the Kingdom of Tonga 
advance in education and 
medicine. When she attended 
Queen Elizabeth’s Coronation 
in 1953, she won the hearts 
of many people. Gracing the 
walls of cafés and buildings in Nuku’alofa are found 
beautiful portraits and historical pictures when she ruled the 

Sea Whisper
FRASER 50 KETCH

Lionel Dobson and Barbara Erickson

At the crossroads – Will our next stop be Vancouver?  
Or Wellington? Or...? 

College students head off to classes wearing their school uniforms – 
Tupenus.



Chinese greens, ripe papayas and pineapples (grown locally), 
and oranges and apples (from New Zealand). 

Right next to the fresh market are the handicrafts; an 
eclectic arrangement of Tongan arts and crafts. The Tongans 
have a fine reputation for wood carving, whalebone carving 
and pandanus weavings (baskets and mats woven from palm 
leaves.) And of course Tapa, the famous fibrous cloth made 
from the bark of the Mulberry tree. We meet Mary and Betty, 
who weave beautiful baskets and mats. Before you can say 
‘jack rabbit’ we are commissioning Betty to weave a basket 
for Sea Whisper. We agree to the size, design and the price. 
The basket will be ready in 3 days. Each day we go to visit 
Mary and Betty and chat, tell stories and see how the basket 
is progressing. We’re on a first name basis now and one day 
Mary is holding a little baby girl. I ask her, “Mary is this little 
girl your first grandchild?” Her eyes light up and she laughs 
heartily. “Barbara, this is my 26th 
grandchild and her name is Mary,” 
she proudly announces. “I have 14 
children.” Mary is 62 and Betty is 
56. We love Betty and Mary. And 
Betty’s basket, now laden with local 
fruits, dominates the galley counter 
on Sea Whisper.

A Visit to Lape Island
A Roasted Pig and a Little  
School House

In the northern part of the Vava’u 
islands group llies the little 

island of Lape. Sea Whisper is 
happy to stop at Lape Island to 
visit this small remote village. The eight families live in very 
small houses and they cook on open wood fires in a separate 
lean-to that resembles a wood shed. Children sleep on floor 
mats and rugs. Their homes were all destroyed in 2002 by a 
hurricane and had to be rebuilt with the aid of the Tongan 
government. Palm trees and hibiscus and gardenia shrubs 
decorate the landscape. 

The weaving house sits up on stilts on the hillside. Inside, 
Kathy and Tala sit cross-legged, slicing pandanus and coconut 
leaves for the weaving of a large floor mat, which they will sell. 

Anna, the young Priest’s wife, stokes the coals of the 
smoky wood fire to heat a pot of oil. “What are you cooking?” 
I ask. She says, “Taro dumplings for the family supper 
tonight.” From the smoky embers of the fire she picks out 
the char-baked breadfruits, hands one to me and places the 19

A daily visit to a market is a routine for the cruisers as well as  
the local residents.

others on a rickety plank table. Anna’s face is radiant as she 
tells me how she likes to cook for her family. She is pregnant 
with her fourth child. 

Koleo is the CEO of Lape and 
he informs us that there will be a 
feast on Lape on Saturday. Koleo 
invites ‘Yachties’ who would like 
to attend the feast, telling us there 
is no set cost but we are welcome 
to make a donation. “We are very 
proud of the improvements we 
have made to our village and the 
special school supplies we have 
been able to provide for our 11 
children with the help from the 
‘Yachties,” announces Koleo. I walk 
away clutching my warm breadfruit 
in anticipation of the Feast event 
tomorrow.

The Little School. The next day we visit the schoolhouse and 
meet the children in their red and white and blue and white 
uniforms and their teacher, Tiana. They are separated into 

Tala and Kathy contemplate how to add a band to Barbara’s 
woven hat. 

The more we sing together, the happier we’ll be!
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two areas: grades 1, 2 and 3, and grades 4, 5 and 6. How 
excited they were to see us and sing with us. Outside we held 
hands in a circle and sang under a bright Tongan sky, “The 
More We Get Together the Happier (the kids sang ‘Heppier’) 
We’ll Be.” A great song for Tongans and Canadians to sing 
together. Inside the schoolhouse, we showed them where we 
live in Canada on their map. “Are there any big wild animals 
in Canada?” an older child asked, and “What kind of people 
live there?” Interesting questions. We briefly talked about 
bears and cougars and our multicultural country. 

The Pig Roast. Tongans eat pork, chicken, fish, coconut, and 
fruit. The marinated raw fish in 
coconut is called ‘ika lahi’. Under a 
Palapa at the waterfront in pouring 
rain, the ‘Yachties’ gathered in antic-
ipation of the special Feast event: 
the crews of two Mexican, one US, 
and two Canadian boats. Up on the 
hillside the roasted pig was looking 
rather juicy and succulent, thanks 
to the patient pig chef who had 
been sitting for three hours, turning 
and tending to the star attraction. 
The Lape Island ladies had spent 
the day preparing the rest of the 
feast: taro, sweet potatoes, raw 
fish salad (ika lahi), chicken wrapped in green leaves, roast 
corn, baked breadfruit, steamed greens and cake and custard. 
In serving dishes of sugar cane stalks we filled our ‘plates’. 
The blessing was given by the Priest (Anna’s husband)…and 
then the Feast began. Oh my, how we ‘Yachties’ enjoyed the 
textures, aromas and flavours of our first Tongan feast! The 
evening ended with a traditional female solo dance known as 
the ‘Tau’olunga, and then donations were made to the coffers 
of Lape. We are blessed with the good food and hospitality 
of the Tongan families and soon realize that this is just the 
beginning of a varied experience for us on Sea Whisper: urban 
spaces and primitive villages on remote islands. Oh my, we 
are falling in love with Tonga! 

The next day we snorkel at Swallow’s Cave near Lape. This is 
an underground aquarium with huge caverns and still water. 
Inside the caves, little swallow-like birds known as Swiftlets 
hover above in the dark shadows of steep caves and stringy 
vines. I free dive into the depths of crystal blue waters amongst 
hundreds of tropical fish. We are the only people at Swallow’s 
Cave. Wow!

Humpback Whales…To Swim with Them?

We met pilot Blake who flies for Tonga Air. He tells us 
many tourists come to Vava’u Tonga in the summer 

and fall to see the whales. These magnificent creatures 
migrate to the waters of Tonga to breed and then return 
11 months later to bear their young and care for their new 
calves. “Would you like to go on a whale adventure tour 
and swim with the whales?” some of our cruising friends 
asked us. We opted not to do this. Firstly, the cost was $250 
per person and no guarantees that you will see whales. But 
more importantly for us we feel that swimming with mothers 

and calves could disturb them. 
Although we haven’t heard the 
males ‘singing’, we have had great 
pleasure in seeing the humpbacks 
breach, spy hop and barrel roll right 
from the cockpit of Sea Whisper. 
On a couple of occasions, these 
monsters have been right beside 
our boat at anchor in the protected 
waters of Vava’u. Our decision not 
to bother the whales was cinched 
when we bought a T-shirt from 
Blue Banana Studios in Tonga. The 
caption on the back of the tag 
read: ‘LOVE WHALES FROM A 

DISTANCE. Whales with their babies do feel harassed by 
boats and swimmers’. Let’s protect our whales as whale 
populations around the world have been declining.

A Russian Lady, the ‘Hitchhike’ and Our Mexican 
Boat Buddies

The anchorages are numbered in the Vava’u Island group. 
Much easier to say we’ll meet you in #10 anchorage than 

trying to roll your tongue around the Tongan language over 
the VHF radio. Sea Whisper is anchored a fair distance from 
Neiafu, the main town for supplies. If we could get to a road 
we could hitchhike to town. By dinghy we traveled up the 
bay in search of a landing. Lo and behold we find a dock; a 
very sturdy one. There seems to be a jetty and a path up to 
a house amidst overgrown vegetation. With some trepida-
tion, I venture up the cement dock and into the ‘jungle’ of 
natural flora. When I see a door open on a patio I call out 
“Hello” and a lady appears with a very nice smile on her face 
and a cane in her hand. With a few words that she spoke, I 
realized she was European. “Are you from eastern Europe?” 
I asked. “I am Russian and my name is Svetlanda,” she 

Cruisers from four countries enjoy Lape Island  
hospitality at the grand feast.

Sea Whisper... (cont’d)
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replied. We had a friendly conversation and she told me she 
has been living in Tonga with her son for the past 3 years. 
Her husband is a scientist and is teaching at a University in 
California, but very soon to retire. The family had fallen in 
love with Tonga on a holiday many years ago and were lucky 
to find a house to lease for 20 years. Never thought I’d meet 
a Russian in Tonga! Svetlanda was delighted to ‘loan’ her 
dock to us for the afternoon. Lionel joined us and Svetlanda 
proceeded to give us instructions on how to find the road to 
hitchhike to town.

The Hitchhike. We trudged through cow pastures, farmland, 
forest and bracken for 1.5 km. On the narrow road, we hailed 
a truck loaded with toilet paper and climbed aboard. Not 
sure who laughed more, the truck crew or us. The friendly 
crew let us out short of our destination so we were ‘on the 
road again’. We put out our thumbs and this time we hailed 
another truck, which was carrying cement. Into the back, we 
sat on the cement bags for the last part of the journey and 
more giggles. In town we did our errands, bought a chocolate 
brownie for Svetlanda, and headed out for the long journey 
back to Sea Whisper at Lisa’s Beach. After some walking, we 
were given a ride by a taxi for about 6 miles to a village where 
the driver lived. We got out and paid the fare….3 pa’anga 
dollars (about $2.10). Walking the last mile, we indulged 
ourselves in the Tongan countryside and roadside plantations 
of taro, pineapple and papaya and then back through the cow 
pastures. Svetlanda was delighted to see us and we found out 
she loved chocolate brownies!

Don Leon and Windkist. Don Leon is a Maple Leaf 48 built 
in Vancouver and is owned by Jorge Ortega. Windkist is an 
Island Packet 40, owned by Jorge’s brother Xavier. These two 
Mexicans have a passion for sailing and are fulfilling their 
father’s dream for ocean cruising. In the fall of 2011, we 
first encountered Don Leon in Bahia San 
Francisco in the Sea of Cortez. In April 
2013, Don Leon and Windkist anchored 
very near Sea Whisper when we made 
landfall in Hiva Oa in the Marquesas. We 
shared anchorages again in Rarotonga, 
Palmerston, Niue, and now in Tonga. 
One day through the coral reef and into 
a lagoon to a coral garden and steep sea 
caves, we snorkelled with the Mexican 
contingent. Together we shared stories, 
laughter, fish tacos, and Ikale beer. And 
we quickly discovered our own private 
Mexican fiesta would not be complete 

without the famous Mexican spirit, ‘Tequila’. Mis Amigos 
Mexicanos! 

Ha’apai – Nature Supreme
Log Entry September 18, 2013 Enroute Ha’apai

0200 Departed Ovalau Island, Vava’u 18 52.6 S 174 10.3 W SOG 
6.6 COG 175 Wind E @ 12 kn. Fairly calm sea. Beautiful full moon. 
Comfortable sailing.

Goodbye Vava’u. We left the gorgeous sandy beach and 
the frolicking whales of Vava’u and eight hours later 

were ready to drop the hook in Ha’ano harbour, Ha’apai. 
Dropping our 110 lb. Bruce anchor usually goes smoothly 
but this time it was hung up on the bow roller. Luckily, 
Lionel noticed the clevis pin on its way out of the shackle. 
An hour later, after Lionel’s major fix-it and my maneuver of 
Sea Whisper to keep her away from the surrounding reefs, 
we were safely anchored at Ha’ano. Fortunately Sea Whisper 
didn’t lose ‘Big Bruce’ to the depths of King Neptune. Right 

Tonga is home to amazing lava rock formations.

Just Add Water.
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the Tongan Islands, one soon observes the roaming pigs. At 
Uiha we immediately caught the sight of 4 roasting pigs on 
an open fire! We asked “Is there a feast today?” The answer 
was “yes”. We found out that the Bishop of the Catholic 
Church for the whole of Tonga was visiting the villages of 
the outer islands and today he had arrived at the village of 
Uiha. We walked along the dirt roadways, children following 
us and calling, “What’s your name, where you from, and 
bye,” they call out to us. We passed by pink churches with 
pink and green spires. We wandered along to the ‘little 
church in the wildwood’ to find the Deacon and a few ladies 
waiting for the church service to begin. In the Kava House, 
partaking in the social ritual of drinking Kava, the men 
were fraternizing. We learn that after the mass there will be 
a feast in the Bishop’s honour on the grass outside the little 
waterfront Catholic Church. 

The Bishop’s Feast. We were very honoured when the Deacon 
invited us to join the afternoon’s proceedings: the Mass and 
then the Feast. In the church, Bishop Sione Mafi welcomed 
us. “We would like to extend a special welcome to our visitors 
from abroad, from Canada,” he announced in a clear friendly 
voice. After the service we stepped outside and cast our eyes 
on a large Marquee with four long tables laden with layers 
of food. The music began and many of the women began 
to dance, including me. On this day it happened to be my 

birthday, so I felt overwhelmed to 
be present as such a party. At the 
Feast our eyes take in the tables 
of roasted, earth oven, fried, 
steamed and barbecued food and 
vegetables: roast pigs, lobsters, 
grilled fish, chicken and corn 
beef wrapped and baked in green 
leaves, clams, oysters, octopus, 
taro, breadfruit and cake and 
peach custards. The blessing was 
given and the Feast began. One 
chooses the food and flavours 

and begins to eat with their hands. This seemed awkward 
so we were happy to find a plate and 2 forks in front of us. 
I felt like pinching myself to really believe I was in Tonga at 
a Bishop’s Feast. The food was delicious; a little bit of this, a 
little of that, some of those, oh let’s try this! The feast lasted 
1 ½ hours and culminated with the breaking open of the 
cellophane gift baskets and everyone helping themselves to 
the pieces of fruit, packages of cookies and bottles of juice. A 
birthday, a Bishop’s Feast and a friendly nation: A 10/10 day!

behind the boat we discovered deep chiseled reefs and a 
wonderland of coral and tropical fish. We snorkeled and 
free-dove the reef in the shafts of sunlight, soon realizing 
that the islands of Ha’apai for the next 3-4 weeks will be 
playing host to some great underwater adventures for us.

The Local Scene at Pangai and the Bicycle Ride
The Town and the Locals. At the small waterfront market 
we meet the local ladies who are selling the usual: bananas, 
yams, carrots, greens and papaya. Mafi, a local carver, sells 
his wares at the market, too. He is an accomplished carver 
and we choose to buy his mermaid and blowhole design 
whalebone pendants and a nice tapa cloth. In the dirt street 
town there are a few small grocery stores, the Mariner’s Café 
and the Digicel office. In the afternoon the cargo ferry boat 
arrives at the jetty from Nuka’alofa and there is a chaotic scene 
of Tongans disembarking with their groceries, house wares, 
and fresh eggs and their families meeting and greeting them. 
On the periphery, the local women dole out tinfoil packages 
of cooked food for the crowds. Not able to resist, we buy a 
plateful of 3 different grilled fish and rice…..4 pa’anga dollars. 

The Bike Ride. Our little stainless steel ‘boat’ bikes one 
afternoon took us past many colourful cemeteries laden with 
artificial flowers, hand sewn quilts and head stones. Into the 
countryside we rode our bikes, dodging pigs, goats, emaciated 
dogs, chickens and, of course, 
fallen coconuts. We passed by the 
houses with cotton curtains in the 
doorway, which help to bring in 
the breeze and afford some privacy. 
School kids paraded down the 
roads in their orange and white and 
maroon and black uniforms (the 
girls with yellow ribbons in their 
braided hair). Women wove mats 
under the shade of leafy trees. Men 
raked the undergrowth of the forest 
and tended the brush fires. On a 
narrow dirt road, we pedaled for 2 km. to find ourselves at 
the SE end of Lifuka Island, on the deserted sandy beach, and 
the outskirts of the coral and the barrier reef. The blazing hot 
sun lured us to the water’s edge for a cool-down. Unhurried, 
we rode our little bikes back to Sea Whisper.

The Bishop’s Feast, Ferries, and Kava Houses

Moving on, Sea Whisper made her way to Uhiha Island, 
a remote Island in Ha’apai. Landing on the shores of 

Men drink kava in the Kava House before and after special 
ceremonies and events.

Sea Whisper... (cont’d)
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Lionel in the Kava House. The Kava House is a hut sometimes 
in much disrepair, where the men gather to drink a potent 
concoction made from the root of the pepper plant. It is made 
by pounding the root in a bucket or, in some regions, the 
root is chewed in your mouth into mush and then filtered 
through coconut fibers. The chief and honoured guests are the 
first to drink the muddy, pungent-
tasting concoction. For years it has 
been a strong social tradition and a 
form of welcome and a custom to 
commemorate family events. On 
one occasion I found Lionel and 
another cruiser in a Kava House 
after the church service at Lape. He 
and his buddy, Andy, sat with the 
priest and other Tongans around the 
Kava Bowl in the Kava House. Soon 
after they tasted the pungent brew, 
their lips started to feel numb and 
rather chilly and they felt slightly 
sedated. Lionel remarked, “That 
stuff is real potent!” Enough said 
about the ‘Kava’ cocktail! 

Ferry boats. The Tongans on remote 
islands rely on ferry rides to get 
back and forth to the larger centres, such as Pangai in Ha’apai 
and Nuku’alofa in Tongatapu. It is utterly amazing to watch 
these so-called ferry boats, loaded to the gunnels with men, 
women and children and all their supplies, weave their way in 
and out of the barrier reefs in all weather and sea conditions. 
The overflow people sit on top of the cabin. There are no life 
jackets, no spare engines, no toilets and no running lights. 
They are about 25 feet in length, with a small outboard engine. 
At 0600h in the morning, we see the ferry boats load up with 
dozens and dozens of people making the routes from their 
small remote islands in the Pacific, as they brave the storms, 
the trade winds and the ubiquitous South Pacific reefs. We 
watch them to their distant vanishing point and hope for 
their safe return home.

Lobster Lunch on Ha’afeve Island

At La’afeve we discovered a protected anchorage after 
entering between the West and East reefs. After a 

peaceful sleep we anchored the dinghy and swam ashore. 
The village was about a 2 km. walk to the other side of the 
island. There we met a Morman family in the village, who 
chatted with us for some time. They asked us if we liked 
lobster. “Oh yes, we replied.” Would you like to come to our 

home for lunch tomorrow?” The next question was, “Do you 
know how to make a cake?” I somehow got the idea that they 
wanted me to help them bake a cake. Lionel and I decided 
that we would make a cake and bring it to the lunch party. 
A banana cake (yes, we have lots of bananas) was baked on 
Sea Whisper, iced with chocolate icing and decorated with M 

and M’s. We trudged through the 
plantations to the village carefully 
transporting the chocolate cake 
and arriving at Simima and Akua’s 
place with the green fence. There 
were several children, pigs, goats, 
a few chickens, and their extended 
family living at the little house 
on stilts. Inside we found a small 
table set for 2 people that was 
garnished with lobsters, taro, 
corned beef in leaves, deep fried 
fish and freshly picked coconuts. 
The family had eaten so it was our 
feast! The chocolate banana cake 
was devoured in minutes, when 
almost a dozen kids smeared their 
faces with chocolate icing and M 
and M sprinkles. Akua offered 
us more lobster the next day. We 

thanked him for the lunch that was such a treat. “No, no, I go 
fishing every night for lobsters and fish,” he assured us. The 
next day when he presented us with fresh fish and lobster, 
we handed him a spare pair of flippers and mask from Sea 
Whisper. You couldn’t wipe the smile from his face. 

Nomuka Iki and Nomuka: A Village with Heart and 
Unforgettable Tongan Women

Nomuka is one of Ha’apai’s best kept secrets. It is an idyllic 
South Pacific paradise, with Nomuka Iki (small island) 

and its sandy beaches and shells; and Nomuka village on the 
bigger island. We arrived on a Friday and walked the long 
sandy beach on Nomuka Iki and found a beautiful fluted clam 
shell. The next day we visited the village and met some lovely 
Tongan women sitting under a tree cutting strips of palm 
branches. They were so friendly: Sara, Lavinia and Salote. 
Lavinia invited us to church the next day and another Feast. 
This Feast was in honour of the school teachers on Nomuka 
Island. Men and women were roasting pigs and cooking food 
for the Teachers’ Feast the next day after church. Strolling 
through the village, we encountered many women weaving 
mats in the shade of trees, grating breadfruits, washing clothes 

The teachers on Nomuka Island are honoured with a  
special feast.
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and buying fresh chickens at the little market. Men were 
feeding coconuts to the pigs and repairing their fishing boats 
and fishing nets. 

The women of Nomuka. The next day we dressed in our finest 
and went to the church. Another chance to wear my straw 
hat that Aka made for me. Our friend, Lavinia of the village, 
sang in the choir. After church we strolled to the school yard 
where the feast was being held and met some of the women 
teachers. Ateliana is the school principal of the Primary 
Government School. We sit on benches and have a nice long 
chat, and when I ask her how she likes living on Nomuka 
Island she says, “I love living here. Everything I need and want 
is right here on Nomuka. I have been teaching for 20 years.” 
Ateliana teaches Grades 1 and 2. Lavinia is helping to set up 
the feast with many other women, as people keep bringing 
bowls, baskets and trays of food for the feast. The feast table 
is now laden with traditional Tongan food, the blessing is 
given and the Feast begins. Ateliana sits beside us and turns 
to say, “Enjoy the feast.”

Another extraordinary feast. The men and women teachers 
take turns speaking…and then it is our turn to express our 
immense gratitude for the opportunity to be sharing the 
feast with our friends on Nomuka Island. They break out in 
laughter when we say, “We are from Canada and after visiting 
Tonga, we now know the true meaning of ‘FEAST’!”

The next day we visit Ateliana and the little primary 
school. The Grade 1 and 2 classes are delighted to see us. 
They sing a special welcome song…and then we join in 
with another action song. The children give us little straw 
dolls that they have made. How thrilled we are to have a gift 
to take home to our grandchildren from the Grade 1 and 2 
students in Nomuka Island, Tonga. We carry on to say our 
goodbyes to dear Lavinia at her house in the village. She gives 
us a warm hug and hands us a papaya and a stunning red 
pendant to remember her by. The village setting in Nomuka 
is primitive and yet the Tongans here are happy, living day to 
day working, praying and studying. We are humbled by their 
simple existence and their friendliness. We say goodbye and 
tell Lavinia that we will be back to visit next year. Tears turn 
to smiles as we wave goodbye.

Nuku’alofa, Tongatapu

Nuku’alofa is the capital city of Tongan that is home to 
over 24,000. The Royal family lives here in Nuku’alofa 

and the government for The Kingdom of Tonga resides in 
the capital city. As a religious country, 98% of the country 
belongs to a Christian faith and there is no shortage of 
churches in Nuku’alofa: The Free Wesleyan, the Methodist, 
the Church of England, the Roman Catholic, Seventh Day 
Adventist and the Mormon. While there, we went to the 
large Catholic cathedral to see the Bishop whom we had 
met at the Island of Uiha. We were privileged to have our 
picture taken with him, as there were nearly 1,000 people at 
the cathedral and it was Confirmation Day for many young 
people.

The Talamahu Market in the heart of the town is a bee 
hive of activity each morning. One can find the best vegetables 
and fruit stalls along with arts, crafts and woodcarving. We 
had a taste of Nuku’alofa city life, knowing we will be back 
next year. We leave this family-oriented society clutching 
beautiful wood carvings in our arms. Good bye dear Tonga. 
See you next year.

Our Passage to New Zealand

The passage from Nuku’alofa to New Zealand is 1,100 
miles. The only stopping place en route is Minerva 

Reef. We luckily had a good weather window and departed 

Sea Whisper... (cont’d)

mailto:scanmar@selfsteer.com
http://www.selfsteer.com
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books. We buy the Far Bahamas Explorer 
chart book from a cruiser in Luperon, 
Dominican Republic, and acquired 
the (originally German) Nautical 

Publications chart books for the Central and the Northwest 
Bahamas, before we arrived in the DR, because we could not 
buy the Explorer chart books. There seemed to be a problem 
with our buying them online with a Canadian credit card.

We find both types of charts accurate, but the Explorer 
chart books are much easier to use because they are smaller, 
12.5" x 17.5" as compared with 17" x 23" for the other 
chart books. And the former has everything in the one book, 
whereas Nautical Publications has a separate book for large-
scale charts and information about anchorages. We found 
ourselves flipping back and forth too often. All the chart 
books come with the charts on CDs for use on computers.

George Town anchorages are full of boats. We choose to 
anchor in 12 feet just off Stocking Island, but this anchorage is 
at least a mile from George Town where we need to check in. 
We decide to wait for the morrow to put the dinghy down. As 
it happens, Summer Wind from the Atlantic Crossing Group 

The Bahamas to Florida

The Bahamas

Now I know why cruisers, calling Chris 
Parker for weather information, ask about squalls. Our 

first and likely not last is no fun. We are heading SW from 
Conception Island, our first stop in the Bahamas, after we 
sailed from the Dominican Republic to George Town in the 
Exumas. Five miles before we plan to enter North Channel, 
the squall hits. We see it coming and take in the genoa and 
put on the engine just before winds of up to 30 knots come 
in from the south and waves begin to build and crash against 
the hull. The autopilot cannot handle the tossing about 
caused by the waves, so we hand steer. This turns out not 
to be too difficult as we slow down to avoid entering the cut 
during the squall, which lasts about 40 minutes.

Although one can pay to ask Chris Parker for routing 
suggestions, we have not done that, but just listen to his 
detailed weather information broadcasts on the Single Side 
Band radio before he handles individual cruisers’ questions.

Everyone we have met recommends the Explorer charts 
for the Bahamas. They cover the Bahamas in three chart 

Fairwyn
SPARKMAN AND STEPHENS 42' 

YAWL
Nancy and Stephen Carlman

for Whangarei, New Zealand on the morning of October 
16. The plan was to stop at Minerva Reef, (275 miles) if 
the weather window closed and then wait for the next 
clear shot. We were most fortunate with the weather. 
The first couple of days were excellent sailing and we 
passed well clear of Minerva Reef, carrying on to New 
Zealand. In a matter of hours the wind increased to 30 
knots with higher gusts and we were close reaching into 
3-4 meter seas. Numerous times we had 2 feet of water 
washing down the decks. Maybe we should have stopped 
at Minerva Reef! We plowed on under reduced sail. Sea 
Whisper is strong; we are not quite as strong! After 20 
hours the wind started to drop and the sea got calmer. 
By the next morning the engine was on and we were 
motoring on a flat glass-like sea; as calm if not calmer 
than the Gulf of Georgia in the middle of summer. Forty 
hours of motoring later, the wind came back and once 
again we were under sail. We arrived at Whangarei on 
the morning of October 23. All in all an excellent passage 
compared to some of the horror stories we had heard of 
weather and sea conditions.

We cleared customs at Marsden Cove Marina. Customs was 
a piece of cake. We talked more about the recent America’s Cup 
more than the custom formalities. Bio Security and Quarantine 
(Health) was a different story. All sorts of food products are 
not allowed into the country. We had used up most of the ‘not 
allowed’ products. The officer left us taking with her a bag of 
assorted food: dried beans, a frozen chicken, honey, lentils, one 
egg, and a few other bits and pieces…nothing too drastic. We 
were now officially entered into New Zealand.

The next morning we untied and motored the 10 miles 
up the river to our new temporary home at Riverside Drive 
Marina. A very friendly, cruiser-oriented marina located 1 km 
from downtown Whangarei. This is where Eric Hiscock had his 
last cruising boat, Wanderer, built. Sea Whisper will wait for 
us to return in the spring.

Thank you to all of you for your support and encouragement, 
emails and SailMail along Sea Whisper’s journey of the South 
Pacific. It has been a huge adventure in a huge ocean…The 
Pacific Ocean. We hope you have enjoyed our Adventure 
Stories…to be continued next year.

All the best, 
 Barbara and Lionel 
 www.sailblogs/member/svseawhisper

http://www.sailblogs/member/svseawhisper
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Fairwyn... (cont’d)

arrives the next morning and decides to anchor nearer the 
town. We thought the anchorage there is too shallow, but 
we follow them over and anchor in about 9 feet at high tide. 
Dealing with one-meter tides for the first time in several years 
is easy, particularly compared with BC’s large range of tides. 
And since without our centreboard (which broke off on the 
Atlantic crossing), we draw only about five feet, we are not 
concerned.

Checking in with customs and immigration is friendly 
and businesslike, and we purchase our $300 cruising permit. 
Some boats ‘yellow-flag it’ through the Bahamas, but we decide 
to go the official route.

We had been warned about how expensive provisioning 
is in the Bahamas, so we stocked up in Luperon. However, 
‘green grocery’ items don’t last long in the hot weather. The 
Exuma market in George Town is well stocked, and we buy 
a few much appreciated fresh fruits and vegetables.

The second day we are in George Town, Ann and Barry 
from Cat’s-Paw IV come by in their dinghy and invite us for 
drinks, over which we BCA members share stories of our 
cruising. They are more adventurous than we are, having 
almost circumnavigated since 2006, whereas we have gone 
only to the Mediterranean and back across the Atlantic since 
1999. Ann calls our gathering a ‘mini BURP’.

Another kind of cruising ‘burp’ occurs when we are 
anchored in an isolated place inside Galliot Cut: Our starting 
battery has died. We had a hint of a problem in Luperon, but 
checked water and specific gravity and found both okay--not 
a good enough test, it turns out. However…the battery is 
indeed dead. Over the cruising years we have found starting 
batteries last an average of 2.5 years. Turns out this one has 
lasted almost five years, so it doesn’t owe us anything. 

The problem is that we are nowhere near any place to 
replace it--could have in Luperon but didn’t. To be sure it 
doesn’t draw down the house batteries, Stephen disconnects 
it and we are being very careful to ensure that the house 
batteries do not run down.

Galliot Cut provides another challenge. Having forced 
our way through passages such as Gabriola against the tide, 
we should have known better. However, the tide tables did 
not appear to coincide with the ebb current from the banks to 
Exuma Sound. We fought our way through 4' waves against 
a 4-knot current and took one sploosh that was larger than 
any we had on the Atlantic crossing. 

By the time we leave the Bahamas to cross the Gulf Stream 

to Florida, we figure we have spent about $30 a night to be 
there, given the $300 cruising permit. Admittedly, we have 
not taken advantage of the Bahamas at all and have just used 
the country as places to stop, en route to Florida.

Crossing the Bahamas Banks is intimidating at first, as one 
learns how to read the colours of the water and gets used to 
sailing with only two to five feet under the boat. The channels 
into and out of George Town are our first experiences, but 
the waypoints on the excellent Explorer charts are accurate 
and one ‘gate’ of channel markers is visible.

Later we use the Decca Range to cross the Great Bahama 
Bank directly west to the Tongue of the Ocean. The ruins of 
the original markers remain, and we never see less than 15 
feet of water. Later, crossing the same bank (it curves in a ‘U’ 
around the Tongue of the Ocean) to Great Isaac, we again find 
plenty of water. However, not one of the supposed lights or 
markers is anywhere to be seen, despite their appearing on 
even up-to-date charts. It is a bit disconcerting, because the 
passage is 60 miles and we run out of daylight by the time we 
are exiting the bank to the Northwest Providence Channel. To 
ensure we find the channel between the missing Great Isaac 
light and the Hen and Chickens reef, we use the radar and it 
shows everything clearly as we make our way to deep water. 

Crossing the Gulf Stream to Lake Worth Inlet goes well 
with an east wind overnight and not much in the way of 
waves. With daylight, we have to gybe to make our course 
because the stream pushes us so far to the north.

I have attached no photos of the Bahamas because Stephen 
left his camera somewhere in the Dominican Republic. He 
bought a new one in Florida!

Cat’s-Paw IV and Fairwyn crews enjoying a ‘mini BURP’!



Riviera Beach, FL

We cannot say we were not 
warned. Captain Bob, 

in his book about anchorages 
along the Intracoastal Waterway, 
says about our anchorage just 
inside Lake Worth Inlet that the 
current flow is more than 1 knot, 
and that means that we often sit 
abeam the wind because we are 
sitting to the current. No real 
problem since the anchor is well 
set in mud.

We are here preparing the boat for hauling, so we can 
truck her to the west coast. It is lots of work to take all the 
sails off and organize to have the masts removed. We could 
also have sailed back through the Panama Canal and up the 
west coast to Vancouver, but that would have been against 
wind and current, not a fun prospect. Or we could have put 
the boat on a freighter or Dockwise to go all the way from 
Europe to Nanaimo--rather expensive so we did not do that.

As if to emphasize that last option, we have a front row 
seat watching at least 20 boats being lifted onto the deck of a 
freighter called Aal Dalian in the Port of Palm Beach. Since 
we have disconnected the AIS in preparation for taking the 
masts out, we don’t know the destination of the freighter.

Cracker Boy Boat Works

We are hauled at the Cracker Boy Boat Works on May 
17. We wanted to have plenty of time to get the 

broken centreboard out of the boat and prepare the masts 
and boat for trucking, but we have more than necessary 
because the trucking company, even given their three weeks’ 
notice, cannot schedule our departure for Washington State 
until June 10. The cost in the yard is $52 a day, so we are not 
pleased by the delay.

First order of business is to get the remnant of the 
centreboard out of the well in the keel. With the help of Chris 
Carl, we get it out and discover that there is more left than 
we had thought.

The yard staff is knowledgeable and friendly, the showers 
are hot, and the hauling and launching of boats provides 
entertainment, as staff rush back and forth in golf carts and 
the travel lifts are operated by men walking about with yellow 
control boxes.

One day a truck comes in with a small Triton submarine 
(yellow, of course) that is being checked before being shipped 27

Chris Carl working on getting the remnant of the 
centreboard out of the centreboard trunk.

This is all that remained of the bronze centreboard.

New Triton tourist submarine in the Cracker Boy Boat Works to do a test dive. 
Fairwyn on the hard in the background.

Bahamas Celebration cruise ship that goes from the Port of Palm Beach to the 
Bahamas and back every two days.
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to Malta to a mega-yacht. The 
yard launches the submarine and 
the various technicians make sure 
everything is in working order as it 
submerges and re-surfaces. 

The entertainment we could do 
without is that from the Bahamas 
Celebration cruise ship, which 
departs from the Port of Palm Beach 
just 200 yards away, every two days. 
Through a very powerful sound 
system, an animateur encourages 
false (?) merriment for 45 minutes 
before the ship departs at 1830h 
every other day. We hear him ask, 
“Are you having a good time?” The ship sails overnight to 
Freeport or Nassau, the tourists have a day in the Bahamas, 
and then it sails back to Florida. 

Cracker Boy Boat Works is not 
close to any shopping, but there is 
a bus that goes along Broadway (US 
Route 1) a block away, from which 
one can reach supermarkets and 
chandleries. For heavy purchases, 
such as the starting battery we 
bought at West Marine, we rented 
a car on weekend specials.

Just next to the boat yard is 
the Waterfront Grill at the Riviera 
Beach Municipal Marina, a great 
place with happy hour cheap beers 
and excellent, moderately priced 
food. Their appetizers, like volcano 

shrimp, asahi tuna, and bacon wrapped scallops, are large 
enough for four.

Unfortunately, we understand that the bar restaurant is 
being forced to close down as of July 6 to make way for a 
total re-construction of the marina. Rumours fly about what 
will happen afterward, but we are lucky to have access to this 
amenity while we are packing up the boat.

The truck does arrive on June 10, but it takes more than 
a day to load the boat and masts, since there are problems 
with the 55' main mast not fitting under the belly of the boat. 

She leaves for Washington State on June 11, and we 
fly there on June 14. Next letter will be from the Pacific 
Northwest, close to home.

Fairwyn... (cont’d)

Fairwyn and masts on truck, preparatory to being trucked  
to Anacortes, WA.

The Tiki Bar at the Waterfront Grill  
in the Riviera Beach Municipal Marina.

http://www.navismarine.ca
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Every family, company, or 
organization has vocabulary 

or terminology that is unique 
and Bluewater Cruising 
Association is no exception. It 
all started with the name of our 
newsletter, Currents. The name 
was coined by Liv Kennedy, our 
first editor. The cover of the 
first issue of Currents in October 
1978 had a sketch of the Pacific 
Ocean currents shown on the 
front and the Atlantic on the 
back. Considering the fact 
that the newsletter’s purpose 
was to inform members of 
current events, it was a highly 
appropriate name. I note in 
recent years that Pacific Yachting 
has had a regular column by 
the same name for the same 
reason. But we had it first! By 
the way, the first few issues 
were produced on 8.5 x 11 inch 
paper, typewritten, then cut and pasted manually for 
printing, stapled down the middle and folded in half, for a 
5.5 x 8.5 inch format. 

That was only the start. Following the lead of their editor, 
all the Watchkeepers played on the word ‘currents’. 

Some names still survive to this day, such as ‘Top Currents’, 
written monthly by our Commodore. But there used to 
be an ‘Under Currents’ (by the Vice Commodore) and 
‘Past Currents’ (by the Past Commodore) and ‘Eddytorial 
Currents’ (by the Editor), ‘Direct Currents’ (by the 
Communications Watchkeeper / ham radio liaison), and we 
even had ‘Alternating Currents’ (a change of address form 
for those heading offshore or simply moving ‘berths’)! Also, 
founding member Ruth Gould wrote an early article about 
flag etiquette called ‘Flying Currents’. ‘Currently Cruising’, 
as we knew our favourite centrefold up until about a year 
ago, was originally broken down into ‘Outgoing Currents’, 
‘Moving Currents’, and ‘Incoming Currents’, which parallels 
our current use of the following terms: Leavers, Currently 
Cruising, and Returnees. 

Dreamers, Doers, and Doners 
are other terms more generally 
used to describe our membership. 
Ruth Gould is credited with 
first coming up with these three 
terms. However, one of my pet 
peeves is the use of an apostrophe 
somewhere in these words, such 
as Do’ers. As a professional writer 
and editor, that makes me want 
to scream! Apostrophes take the 
place of a missing letter, such as 
the apostrophe in ‘it’s’ replaces 
the middle ‘i’ in ‘it is’. Dreamers, 
Doers, and Doners are indeed 
special BCA words, there are no 
letters missing that require the 
insertion of an apostrophe, and 
they explain who we are in simple 
and uniquely alliterated terms.

Another error, which only 
rarely shows up these days, is the 
use of the acronym BWCA to refer 

to Bluewater Cruising Association. Our proper acronym is 
BCA. To explain this in editorial terms, our founders took 
the general term, ‘blue water’ (lower case, space between the 
words) and made it into a proper noun ‘Bluewater’ (first letter 
capitalized, no space). Again, this is a special name so perfect 
for us. However, you may have noticed in our Membership 
Directory, we define Honourary Members as ‘... non-members 
recognized for outstanding contributions to BCA or to the 
annals of blue water cruising...’ Annals refer to the history or 
written record about blue water cruising in general, by people 
who are not members of BCA. Many books and magazines 
include stories about blue water cruising – they are not 
(necessarily) writing about our Association, they are writing 
about passages over blue water by yachtsmen the world over. 
And those of us who have been offshore know that the water 
‘out there’ is far bluer than you ever see in coastal waters.

Speaking of the word Bluewater, this is also a class of 
membership, according to our Bylaws. Of course we are all 
members of Bluewater Cruising Association, but there are 

Archives

of
Bluewater Cruising Association

of
Bluewater Cruising Association

Bluewaterisms
By Glenora Doherty, BCA Historian

Currents, Volume 1, Issue 1.
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four categories of membership: Regular, 
Bluewater (Doners), Lifetime, and 
Honourary. You become a Bluewater 
member when you complete an offshore 
passage of at least 999 miles and usually 
receive an offshore award for this and a 
Doner pin. If you haven’t gone offshore 
or been awarded Honourary or Lifetime 
status, you are a Regular member. 
But to confuse the issue, Bluewater 
members can also be Honourary or 
Lifetime members and vice versa. For 
example, Tony and Coryn Gooch are 
Bluewater Honourary Members, Chris 
Stask and Jacquie Kidd are Regular 
Lifetime Members, and Guy Druce is a 
Bluewater Lifetime Member. 

And now, some more current blue-
waterisms you’ll probably recognize: BURP, VICE, and MIST. 

BURP stands for Bluewater Unofficial Rendezvous 
Place, and it means just that. A location is specified but 
there is no official advance planning of activities. BURPs 
were originated by one of our founding members, Ted Long, 
Education Watchkeeper extraordinaire and first recipient 

of the Ted Long Award for outstanding 
contributions to BCA. He felt strongly 
that the best education in the world 
for Dreamers was to get out there and 
go sailing on your own boat, no matter 
what the weather conditions. He started 
listing BURP locations in Currents every 
month, and later other members took 
over the duty of selecting locations on 
an annual basis. Below is an example of 
one I found in January 1998 Currents. 

Sailing to a fixed place meant the 
wind might be right on the nose, just 
as it often is in real offshore cruising. 
And Ted chose dates at random without 
any idea of the weather conditions that 
day, because we often have to sail in 
unfavourable and unexpected weather to 
get where we’re going. However, when 

you do get there, the expectation is that you look for another 
BCA burgee, row over and say hello to the crew, and chances 
are they will invite you aboard for a coffee or a beer, or you 
go prepared with a 6-pack under your arm. From there, you 
might decide to do a potluck dinner on the beach that evening 
or go for a hike together the next morning. The concept was 

BURP = Bluewater Unofficial Rendezvous Place = 
Fun!

Beet Risotto

Contributed by  
Donna Sassaman, Alia

Preparation Instructions

1.  Melt the butter over medium heat in a heavy-bottomed saucepan.

2.  Add the beets and onion, and cook for 8 minutes (stir to allow the 
onion to caramelize). 

3. Mix in the rice, broth (all at once), and balsamic vinegar. 

4.  Increase the heat. Bring to a boil, and then reduce the heat to 
medium-low. 

5.  Cover and simmer until the rice is tender and the risotto is creamy, 
stirring occasionally (about 15 minutes). 

6. Season with salt and pepper. 

7. Sprinkle with the goat cheese.

8. Enjoy!

* To make a non-dairy version, substitute olive oil for the butter and use 
‘Daiya Mozzarella Style Shreds’ in place of the goat cheese. 

** If you are not a goat cheese fan, you could substitute feta or Bourssin, 
but trust me, the goat cheese really enhances the flavour of the beets.

My friend Lana is a talented con-
tributor to potluck dinners. Her beet 
risotto, which is always a hit, is easy 
to make and very tasty. Make it for a 
BCA potluck, or make it for yourself 
and enjoy the leftovers the next day.

Ingredients

• 1/4 cup butter *
•  2 whole beets, chopped small 

(peeled or unpeeled)
• 1 whole onion, chopped small
• 1 cup Arborio rice
•  3 cups stock (chicken or 

vegetable)
• 1 tablespoon balsamic vinegar
• salt and pepper, to taste
• 1/2 cup soft goat cheese **

Bluewaterisms.. (cont’d)

Watch
Galley

Watch
Galley
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later expanded to include offshore BURPs, but those are even 
more unofficial because no location has even been specified. 
They’re just impromptu; they’re not even announced. When 
a number of BCA boats find themselves in the same marina 
in Mazatlan, for example, or an anchorage in Hiva Oa, they 
decide on the spot to have a BURP, i.e., get together and eat, 
drink, and have fun – and then they write a postcard to Currents 
telling us about the BURP.

VICE stands for Vancouver Island Cruising Experience, 
also designed to encourage Dreamers to get out there on their 
own boats and go sailing, but this time starting from Vancouver 
Island and heading west as if you were sailing to Japan – except, 
after three days you turn around and come back. This gives 
crews experience in navigating out of the sight of land, watch 
keeping during the night, and cooking and cleaning up meals 
underway – all with the comfort and security of being part of 
a fleet of boats in radio contact with each other in the event of 
an emergency. I personally heard about VICE for the first time 
in 1990, when a couple of members came over from Victoria 
to the Vancouver Club Night to encourage us to join VICE. 
Donna Salter was the VI Watchkeeper at the time (before we 
changed the title to Vice Commodore). The next VICE was in 
1995, organized by my husband, Peter Doherty, and me and 
our ‘mother ship’ was Sandy Mac, Cam and Marianne McLean’s 
CT 41 ketch. Sandy Mac was the only boat that had a ham 

radio aboard and could act as the shore contact; the rest of 
us (there were six boats in that fleet) contacted Cam via VHF.

And now in 2014, we have a new acronym to add to the 
list: MIST, which stands for Mid-Island Sail Training. Thanks, 
Rob Dodge! I was really excited to hear about that one. Again, 
I hope it continues another year and then history will start 
again with MIST 2014, MIST 2015, etc.

Have I missed any? Any other terms or acronyms you’d 
like to introduce?

Finally, I’d like to share with you a special phrase that 
was used regularly aboard Wanderlust V. Whenever we 
entered a harbour, just as soon as the anchor was holding 
fast or the mooring lines were secure, my skipper would 
issue this order: ‘Splice the main brace!’ To us that meant 
‘pour a drink!’ It wasn’t until we became fellow members 
of the Fleet of 2002 with Scott Crawshaw, a former naval 
commander, that we learned how that phrase originated. One 
of the most difficult emergency jobs aboard the old sailing 
ships was to repair or splice the main brace; the main brace 
being the heaviest and largest of all the running rigging. A 
crew member would be hoisted or climb into the rigging, 
and when he successfully completed the task, and returned 
to the deck, he was rewarded with an extra tot of rum or 
grog. Feel free to use this phrase aboard your vessel – much 
more ‘knotty’ than a simple ‘Cheers’!

GNITHAY CYACHTING
MONTHLY

YACHTING
MONTHLY 100 best bits ever

mailto:info@hydrovane.com
http://www.hydrovane.com
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Ditty Bag
Book Review

Book Review by Bruce Archibald, Adelaide

Sailing a Serious Ocean: Sailboats, Storms, Stories, and Lessons Learned from 30 Years at Sea, John 
Kretschmer; McGraw Hill Education, New York, Toronto, 2014. $24 US.

Already in 2014, sailboats have been lost, not only on ocean crossings but on coastal sailing in 
protected waters from encounters with heavy weather. John Kretschmer’s new book is primarily for 
bluewater sailboat cruisers and ocean racers. It can also help coastal sailors or lake sailors to prepare 
for rough weather situations and save their vessel and crew on passages of less than 50 miles.

Accomplished American author, John Kretschmer, has written for the Miami Herald, Cruising World, 
Blue Water Sailing, and Yachting Monthly (UK) for many years and published three books in the last 
ten years: Flirting with Mermaids (2003); At the Mercy of the Sea (2007); and Cape Horn to Starboard 
(2010) (which he accomplished aboard a Contessa 32). He has conducted offshore ocean sailing 
training for decades. Through training, deliveries, and personal sailing, he has logged 300,000 miles 
offshore, completing 20 Atlantic crossings and two Pacific transits. He plans a circumnavigation soon. 

If you are a Bluewater Doer or Dreamer, you have probably read and/or own the classics by Roth, 
Slocum, Rousmaniere, Moitessier, Pardeys, Dashew, and Smeeton, to name a few. Kretchmer gives his 
view on those experts and a few more. Need he be in your library, too? His book is only 237 pages, 
but it is well-written, well-edited, indexed, organized, and loaded with practical advice for sailors, 
plus providing a convenient glossary and many helpful lists. I think it is well worth a look.

Next come chapters on selecting a Bluewater sailboat and his list of 25 good designs, from Europe, 
USA, and UK, by Atkin, Perry, Crealock, Alberg, Halvorsen, Frers, Dashew, Dixon, Kaufman, and more. 
He adds long lists of other large and small sailboats making ocean crossings successfully. He covers 
detailed boat design features, engineering, construction and rigging. He prefers internal ballast and 
keels that can take grounding with minimal damage to bolt-on ballast. He prefers designs that sail 
to wind with least leeway to those that seem to sail close to wind but have great leeway. Dinghies on 
stern davits violate good design balance and make control difficult in a storm. Preventing chafe of 
furling lines is important as is a plan for action when they eventually fail in a storm.

 His chapter on crew selection is good. He covers crew relations, duties, watches, drills, man 
overboard, and an update on EPIRBS, and abandoning ship successfully. He gives new views on effec-
tively using weather sources…satellite weather, facsimile, Navtex, and GRIB files. He covers route 
planning, using the old Pilot Charts and Jimmy Cornell’s guide and includes a small list of websites. 

Most essential is his storm strategies and options: running, hove-to, forereaching (favourite) 
and lying-a-hull (dangerous, last option). He covers how to use storm sails, warps and drogues. 
Kretschmer says the right storm tactic is different for every boat, crew, and situation and he gives 
many examples in real storm stories. The summary of essential equipment includes: autopilots and 
wind vanes, rugged furling gear, bulletproof electrics, storm sails, reefing, preventers, cockpit size 
and protection, whisker-pole, sea berths, personal gear, and deck gear. An A/P is more valuable to 
Kretschmer than GPS, radar, AIS, and VHF. Those going to the Mediterranean Sea will like his review 
of its nasty weather and peculiar wind patterns. The book ends with a Sailor’s Guide to the Sea Gods, 
beginning with two riveting personal stories of storms in the western North Atlantic. 

Kretschmer’s new book is in Vancouver Island Regional Library, call ANF 797.124 KRE.
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LESSONS LEARNED …     The Hard Way

 Submitted by: Judy and Jordan Mills, Sea Turtle IV

 Subject: On and Off Watch

 Location: En route from Panama to Ecuador 

 Situation:  At night our practice was a pretty strict 3 hours on / 3 hours off alternating watch. Each 
watchman would do a 360-degree ‘visual’ and cockpit check routine every 20 minutes or so. 
Then during the daylight hours when we both were awake we relaxed into a ‘loose routine’. 

   One day, about 50 miles off the NW coast of South America, on passage from Panama to 
Ecuador, during the mid day period we were on a ‘loose’ watch routine. We lost track of time 
and who was to be watching out. I (Jordan) was just about to lay down for a short snooze 
when, for some reason, my brain alerted me to do an overdue visual. To my surprise, we were 
really close to a freighter going the opposite direction and our tracks were crossed. If we were 
only a couple minutes later, it would have been disastrous.

   We checked the time and then again once the freighter was more or less out of visual range. 
It was a mere 25 minutes. 

   This was a wake-up call for us. Why had we let ourselves become complacent and lackadaisical 
with such a critical safety procedure? 

 Mistake Made:  We made two understandably human mistakes. First, by thinking that night is the time to 
be the most vigilant and not so much in daytime. But in fact daytime vigilance is just as 
important, if not more important, because you will see a ship’s night lights further away in 
the contrast of the dark of night than you will during the day. Secondly, we thought that if 
two people were up and awake, the ‘loose’ routine would do.

 Lesson Learned:  We’ve made it a strict policy that at all times, night or day, to maintain the designated 3 
hours on / 3 hours off watch with, specifically, a 360-degree visual and cockpit check every 
18 minutes. We use a timer. We have done this now consistently and it’s been a life saver, if 
not a close call saver, more than once. Even on long, open, ocean remote passages, we keep 
this routine and it proved wise once when we were about halfway from Easter Island to Chile. 
We saw only one boat in mid-ocean and we would have probably collided if one of us hadn’t 
been watching.

  What are the chances? Greater than you would guess!

 Repairs: None, thankfully.

 Have a Story?:  We have all made mistakes and learned valuable lessons the hard way. Do you have a story 
you want to share with BCA members so we can learn from your experience? If so, please 
submit it for publication in this column using the section headings ‘Submitted by’ through 
‘Repairs’ or ‘Lesson Learned’. Thanks!

  Send your story to currents@bluewatercruising.org with ‘OOPS!’ in the subject line.

OOPS!

mailto:currents@bluewatercruising.org
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ALL HANDS ON TECH

By Michael Keyworth

A Guide to Steering without a Rudder: 
Methods and Equipment Tested

I have been concerned for several years with the frequency 
of rudder loss and/or failure and the consequences of 

boats being lost or crew injured or lives lost. The purpose of 
the tests was to determine the best method and equipment 
to effectively steer the vessel to a safe port in the event of 
catastrophic rudder failure.

The goal was to utilize the equipment normally taken 
on the vessel on offshore passages or races. This guide is 
the result of multiple tests conducted in the fall of 2013 off 
Newport, RI. The test vessel was a modified MK I Swan 44, 
Chasseur.

The overriding premise was utilization of an efficient and 
controllable object to create drag and transmit to directional 
stability, which results in the desired directional stability. 
It was my view that a drogue might be used to exert the 
appropriate drag. I further felt that a small drogue might 
provide the needed drag but not significantly impede the 
speed of the vessel.

Chasseur has been modified in the following relevant 
ways: the rudder skeg was removed and replaced with a 
modern spade rudder, which is carbon fiber with a Carbon 
fiber shaft; the keel has been modified to a modern shape 
fin with a shoe, the mast is carbon fiber and 6 feet taller 
than original. For the purposes of the tests, the rudder was 
removed and the rudder port was blocked off.

I was familiar with and had onboard Chasseur a 
‘Galerider’ made by Hathaway, Reiser & Raymond of 
Stamford, Connecticut. I contacted Wes Oliver at Hathaway 
and he arranged to make several prototype drogues for the 
tests. We were equipped with a 12-inch diameter drogue 
with a 3-part bridle; a 12-inch diameter drogue with a 4-part 
bridle; an 18-inch diameter drogue with a 4-part bridle; a 
30-inch drogue with a 4-part bridle, and a 36-inch drogue 
with a 4-part bridle.

The purpose of the test was to establish whether direction 
could be controlled under the following ‘underway’ condi-
tions, using any of the drogues supplied:

• With sail trim alone

• Motoring using a drogue

• Sailing upwind using a drogue

• Sailing downwind using a drogue

• Motor sailing using a drogue

• Being towed using a drogue

Size of drogue proved to be very important. The findings 
were definitive:

• The two 12-inch drogues provided no directional 
stability.

• The 18-inch drogue provided marginal control in 
winds under 10 knots

• The 30-inch drogue was very effective in all conditions 
that were tested and resulted in approximately 1 knot 
reduction in boat speed. In wind conditions over 20 
knots of wind speed, a chain pennant needed to be 
added to reduce cavitation.

• The 36-inch drogue worked similarly to the 30-inch 
drogue, but affected boat speed by approximately1½ 
knots.

Rigging

Two spinnaker sheets were used. I believe that spinnaker 
sheets are appropriate as they are generally sized, 

based on length of boat. The sheets were led as two sides 
of a bridle (port and starboard) from amidships snatch 
blocks, thru amidships chock or similar and clipped into 
the swivel at the lead for the drogue. The tails were led aft 
to the primaries in the cockpit. It is important to rig this so 
as to provoke the least amount of chafe, as these lines will 
become your steering cables. We found that the leads need 

Source: http://www.sailingscuttlebutt.com/2014/04/14/guide-steering-without-rudder-methods-equipment-tested.  
Reprinted by permission.

http://www.sailingscuttlebutt.com/2014/04/14/guide-steering-without-rudder-methods-equipment-tested
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to be led to the axis of the keel, as the boat will rotate on 
the keel. This point is probably somewhere near amidships.

Note: The afterguy block may be ideal for the bridle lead.

During rough and/or windy conditions, it may be 
necessary to add weight to the drogue to keep it from 
cavitating. Using the concept of being limited to equipment 
that is already on board, we were able to use various lengths 
of chain attached to the swivel at the lead for 
the drogue. At the other end we effectively 
used a spare swivel shackle and attached one 
end to the forward end of chain and the other 
to the bridle from the boat. It is important 
to have swivels at both ends as the drogue 
will tend to rotate as it is pulled along. The 
bridle may get twisted up, but this does not 
seem to affect the control. During our tests, 
the length of ‘scope’ of the bridle/drogue did 
not seem important. The nominal distance 
aft from the transom varied from 50 feet to 
120 feet. It may be necessary to add scope 
in extreme conditions. I found that reference 

It may be necessary to add weight to the drogue to keep it from cavitating.

Some prior guidance suggested that a lead to the quarters 
of the transom is the best. Our findings are that this restricts 
the transom from swinging, therefore preventing the desired 
change in course.

of the drogue’s position was valuable information. I whipped 
colored marks at 10 foot intervals on both spin sheet/bridle, 
which gave a quick reference; this could be done with tape 
or magic marker.
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Findings
• Controlling direction with sail trim 

alone: Not possible!

• Control direction while motoring using 
a drogue: This is the easiest scenario. A 
wide range of control is available. This 
can be done easily with only one person. 
While testing, we were able to execute 
multiple 360 degree turns with full 
control. Doing 5.5 knots, a full 360 can 
be executed in 4-4 ½ boat lengths. While 
motoring, adjustments of 2-3 inches 
results in 5-10 degree course change.

• Controlling direction while sailing 
upwind using a drogue: The same 
principles apply except that there needs 
to be cooperation between the sail trimmers and the 
‘helms-person’ (bridle trimmer). In this scenario the main 
must be up, even if reefed, the jib may be overlapping, but 
more control may be achieved with a non-overlapping jib. 
Tacking takes coordination, but once you get the hang of it, 
no problem – traveler up, back the jib and come on to the 
new tack. We were able to achieve 30-35 degrees apparent 
sail angle. In large seas, wider angles should be expected.

• Controlling direction while sailing downwind using a 
drogue: When the wind is aft of 90 degrees apparent, it 
is necessary to take the mainsail down and sail under jib 
alone. It will be necessary to have an attentive jib trimmer 
in addition to a helmsperson on the drogue controls. The 
size of the jib will have to be factored in, based on wind 
and sea conditions. We also found that the deeper the angle, 
the harder it was to have fine control of direction. Jibing 
is pretty straightforward by easing the jib and rotating the 
drogue.

• Controlling direction while motor-sailing using a drogue: 
The same principles apply as in sections on upwind and 
downwind sailing.

• Controlling direction while being towed using a drogue: 
This test, I felt, was important because most successful 
results of rudder loss have a component of a tow of great 
and small distances to a safe harbour. In this situation we 
were towed by a 27' Protector with two 250 HP outboards. 
A towing bridle was made up on Chasseur and attached to 
the tow line from the Protector. At 3 knots, the bow was 
swinging from port to starboard to the end of the tether. 
At 4 knots, it was very difficult to stand on the foredeck. 
We deployed the 30-inch drogue as rigged for sailing and 
motoring. The results were immediate. Towing at 7 knots 
was comfortable and straight, requiring very little input 
from the helmsperson.

 This is an important finding as it suggests that a drogue 
should be carried at all times so that assistance can be 
rendered safely, even inshore.

Additional Findings/ FAQs
• If you lose your rudder: First confirm that the rudder port 

is not leaking; if it is, you must first deal with the flooding 
issue. Once the flooding issue is stabilized, move on to the 
next step of getting home or assistance.

• Communicate with Race Officials if you are racing and/or 
with those onshore, who will worry about your situation.

• Communicate with vessels nearby if in need of immediate 
help away from a lee shore, or collision avoidance in 
shipping lanes.

• Choose your safe harbor destination based on wind 
direction predictions, ease of access, proximity, repair facili-
ties, etc. Do not feel that you need to end at the original 
destination port.

• If you lose your rudder, it is likely that you either hit 
a submerged object or that the conditions were severe. 
Remember that you have time. Relax, storms don’t usually 
last more than a couple of days. Deploy your drogue or sea 
anchor and get some rest.

• Each time that we went testing, we learned something new. 
Don’t be afraid to try something that you think might help, 
i.e. longer scope, move lead of bridle forward or aft, larger/
smaller jib, reef/no reef, etc.

• An unanswered question is how a drogue will work with 
different types/styles and underbodies than Chasseur. My 
personal view is that a drogue will be an effective tool to 
have on any type of boat and its deployment can be adapted 
to the type of vessel that uses it.

Have swivels at both ends to prevent the drogue from rotating as it is pulled along. 
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• Offshore you will have room to maneuver. Take your time 
and don’t stress about steering an accurate course.

• The engine is your friend. You will find that using engine 
power will provide the greatest degree of control, speed 
and direction. Use the engine to deploy sails, to get rest, or 
to retrieve the drogue. Retrieval is easiest when the boat is 
stopped. Be careful to not tangle the bridle in the prop. This 
was never a problem during our trials. This was probably 
because towards the end of trials, we used a 5 foot chain 
pennant to help the drogue from cavitating. The chain 
component is an important one. I chose the use of chain 
to weight the drogue because ISAF Offshore Prescriptions 
require that an anchor with appropriate ground tackle be 
carried, so it need not be carried as additional gear. Others 
venturing offshore tend to take ample ground tackle to 
accommodate the use for other purposes. On a practical 
matter, I think that it makes sense to have different lengths 
of chain for required circumstances. It also makes sense 
that a longer chain can be made shorter using the rig cut 
away tools as required by the rule. A shorter chain can be 
made longer using shackles to join shorter lengths.

• How heavy is the Galerider? A standard 30-inch drogue 
weighs in at 9 pounds and is stored in a bag that is 15 
inches in diameter and 5 inches thick. The standard 36- 
inch drogue weighs 13.2 pounds and stores in a bag that 
is 18 inches in diameter and 4 inches thick.

• One of the difficulties that you will face is to determine 
where the helmsperson is stationed and has access to 
heading or a compass. Something that you may want 
to consider, as you equip for an offshore passage is the 
purchase of a backup compass, which can be remotely 
mounted. Boats equipped with modern electronic packages 
may have the option of display of heading for both helm-
sperson and trimmer(s).

• It would be prudent for any offshore sailor to practice 
the deployment of a drogue for speed reduction sailing 
downwind in large seas and to rig and use as a means of 
steering. This would help to identify the gear necessary to 
deploy and provide a ready plan to implement if necessary.

• The transition from drogue to drogue-steering or vice versa 
may be easier than you think.

• A trick that we learned is that you can cleat off one of the 
bridle lines and have control with the other. If you were 
to cleat off the port bridle line, a turn to port would result 
from easing the starboard bridle and a subsequent change 
to starboard would result from trimming the starboard 
bridle. This lazy man’s approach gives the helmsperson 
more flexibility and physical relief.

• What I learned from the extensive testing is that you can 
achieve a great deal of control using a drogue. I would bet 
that if any boat is able to sail 100+ miles without a rudder 
to a safe port, the crew will want to take a victory lap 
around the harbour to ‘show off’ the newfound skill and 
seamanship ability!

One last thought. Having sailed over 150,000 miles at 
sea, I have seen many things and have been able to overcome 
all sorts of adverse conditions. However, I still have many 
concerns and reservations. One concern is that of rudder loss 
and how to deal with that possibility. This test should help 
all who go to sea with that possibility. The other concern that 
haunts me each time I go to sea is the amount of floating 
debris and other objects that may affect the ability of even the 
most seamanlike sailor to safely passage from place to place. 
The possibility of being holed or sunk from collisions with 
floating debris is real. Most of the stories I have heard about 
boats at sea that have become rudderless have resulted in 
the abandonment of those vessels. These abandoned vessels 
represent a threat to those fellow sailors who put to sea and 
it puts them unnecessarily at risk.

Michael Keyworth is Vice President and General Manager of 
Brewer Cove Haven Marina in Barrington, RI.

mailto:Dennis.Lefeaux@sales.northsails.com
mailto:Drew.Mitchell@sales.northsails.com
http://www.northsails.com
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Tradewinds

BOATS 

For Sale: George Holmes’ 1907 Canoe Yawl ‘Eel’ 
launched 2005. Cedar strip over oak frames, epoxy and 
glass, with foam flotation in bow and stern. Gaff-rigged, 
five tan-bark sails, including matching jibs with whisker 
poles for downwind sailing. Double anchors with ample 

rode and chain, radar, GPS, VHS, sounder, CD player. 
Electronics are on ball mounts and can be relocated to 
cockpit. Peak and gaff halyards, jib furling and centre-

board up-haul all lead to cockpit for easy single-handing. 
Rudder has trim tab and tiller-pilot. She is powered 

by a rebuilt 6.5 Petter diesel and Campbell sail prop. 
Cuddy includes single-burner gimballed propane stove, 
sink, drop-down table, head, and holding tank. There 
are V-berths under the deck and a small quarter-berth 
usually used for storage. Pilgrim’s Wake draws 2' with 

board up (5' with board down) and can be beached using 
sweeps as legs. The 1000lb. 16ft. cast iron keel offers 
plenty of bottom protection. The boat comes with a 

tandem trailer with surge brakes. 
This boat has circumnavigated both Vancouver Island 
and the Queen Charlottes and won prizes (best cruiser 

under 30ft. and best boat modern construction) in 
the Vancouver Wooden Boat Festival. Asking $10,000. 
Looking to move up to larger cruising boat. Pilgrim’s 
Wake is moored at the Vancouver Maritime Museum. 

Contact Martin at martin_suo@hotmail.com,  
P. 604.983.0180, C. 604.813.9519

PLEASE NOTE: Nautical ads placed in Tradewinds are free to BCA members and are printed on a monthly basis. 
Cost for a one-month ad to non-members is $35.00 CDN plus $10.00 for a photo. Cheques are payable to Bluewater 
Cruising Association and are sent to the BCA Treasurer at Bluewater Cruising Association, 8886 Hudson Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6P 4N2. Please post your ad to the website, www.bluewatercruising.org/forums/ and/or email 

your ad to currents@bluewatercruising.org with ‘Tradewinds’ and your name in the subject line.  
The submission deadline is the 15th of the month for the month-after-next issue, e.g., July 15th for the 
September issue. Ads must be renewed monthly. For ads posted to the website: To have your ad removed 

after your item has sold, please contact the Webmaster at webmaster@bluewatercruising.org and the  
Currents Editor at currents@bluewatercruising.org. Thank you!

For Sale: Kristen 47 cruising vessel, Precious Metal, fully 
outfitted for offshore. Luxury, steel hull sailboat with 

many outstanding amenities including: beautiful cherry 
wood interior finish, walk-in engine room with full work 

bench (including drill press and much more), 100 hp 
Isuzu engine, two spacious cabins with full size bathtub(!), 

in-boom Leisure Furl mainsail (and electric winch),  
and much more. 

To see photos go to my website: www.pamelabendall.com 
and click S/V Precious Metal, and/or  

contact Brian Huse at Freedom Yachts, Canoe Cove. 

For Sale: Wyndspree 
is a Stan Huntingford 

designed 53-foot ketch 
ideal for offshore 

cruising and living 
aboard. She is offered 
for sale at $120,000. 

She was built in 
Burnaby, BC by Don 
Kemp and launched 

in 1979 after a seven-
year build. She has a 

cutaway full keel, Airex-cored fibreglass hull, and balsa-
cored fibreglass deck. Ballast is 16,000 pounds of lead 

encapsulated in the keel. 
Features include: new (2010 - 60 hours) Volvo Penta 

mailto:currents@bluewatercruising.org
http://www.bluewatercruising.org/forums/
mailto:webmaster@bluewatercruising.org
mailto:currents@bluewatercruising.org
mailto:martin_suo@hotmail.com
http://www.pamelabendall.com
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continued on page 40

D2-55F diesel inboard, Quicksilver 310 inflatable, 15 HP 
Yamaha 4 stroke outboard, hydraulic anchor windlass, 

recent complete electrical rebuild including 2.5 kilowatt 
inverter with 130 amps. charger, 600 watt pure sine 
inverter, four 80-watt solar panels, 4-burner propane 
stove with oven, propane on-demand water heater, 

Frigo-boat freezer/fridge, Dickinson diesel Alaska heater, 
Raymarine C-70 chart plotter with depth sounder and 

radar, VHF radio. 
More information and photos are available at:  

http://wyndspree.webs.com/. Contact Al Kitchen, 
250.294.5428, wyndspree@shaw.ca

For Sale: Trintella 
IIIA (1974) 36' Ketch. 
Price Reduced. Center 

cockpit ketch, Van 
de Stadt design, built 
in Holland by Anne 

Weaver. GRP hull and 
superstructure built to 
Lloyds specifications. 

Teak decks, 
articulating aluminum 
masts, Perkins diesel 
engine 50 Hp (4 litre/

hr), hardened glass 
in aluminum frames 
with ‘destroyer-style’ 

rain-view; full cockpit dodger/enclosure and winter cover 
(2009). Classic teak interior, three cabins including 
spacious aft cabin, 2-burner stove and oven (2011), 

diesel cabin heater, generous storage areas in all cabins 
including full length hanging lockers. GRP water tank 
(400 litres) and fuel tanks (2 tanks, 200 litres each). 
Roller furling headsail; partially-battened main and 

mizzen sails, and mizzen staysail, all in good condition. 
This is a well loved boat and she has had only three 

owners. We have had her for the last 25 years and she has 
been an excellent boat for cruising with small children. 
She is stable and comfortable in all weather. A two-foot 
bowsprit was added some years ago, allowing for a more 
generous genoa and better performance in lighter winds. 
She would make a wonderful coastal cruiser for a family, 

or she is capable of rugged offshore adventures. Teak 
decks need some work. Although she is old, she has lots 
of life left in her. A recent (2010) survey is available on 
request. Asking price is $15,000 Canadian and owner is 

motivated to sell. johnbmartyn@gmail.com

For Sale: Tides End, a 
beautifully maintained 
one owner Fraser 42'. 
Built in 1977. Interior 

professionally renovated in 
1988. Completely updated 

for offshore cruising in 
2000. Presently moored 

in Rio Dulce, Guatemala. 
Great place to start your 

world cruising, most 
everything you need comes 

with the boat. Canadian 
registered. Excellent 

offshore cruiser with center cockpit, aft cabin and large 
v-berth, one head, nice galley with fridge/freezer, three 

burner Force 10 stove with oven. Spectra 200 gal. /
day watermaker, C240 Isuzu engine, new in 2000. Six 

sails, Harkin roller furling, solar panels, wind generator 
and much more. Asking $75,000 CDN. For a complete 
inventory list, pictures, and condition of boat, please 

contact by email ve0reg@telus.net

For Sale: Make your dreams come true by sailing 
away in this offshore-ready, professionally custom-
built, cutter-rigged sailboat. This one-owner Fraser 

41 has crossed the Pacific with a family of four and is 
now located in the Caribbean and ready to go again. 

Homers’ Odyssey has logged 40,000 miles to date with 
only 2800 hours on a 4-cyl Isuzu. New Main, Yankee, 

Awlgrip, AIS, VHF, primary chain, batteries, chart 
plotter. Two outboards, life raft, dinghy, cruising sails 
including spinnaker, storm sails, drogue, SSB, Pactor 
modem, two sounders, 4 anchors , solar panels, etc. 
Please contact Stan and Lynn Homer at stanlynn@
gmail.com for more pictures and a complete list of 

equipment. Owners are looking to cruise a trawler on 
the West Coast of Canada. $89,000 US.

http://wyndspree.webs.com/
mailto:wyndspree@shaw.ca
mailto:ve0reg@telus.net
mailto:johnbmartyn@gmail.com
mailto:stanlynn@gmail.com
mailto:stanlynn@gmail.com
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Tradewinds
CREW

Wanted: Crew for Gulf Islands, Sunshine Coast,  
and local Vancouver sailing, aboard Coriolis,  

Catalina 30 moored in Horseshoe Bay.  
Contact Roy at feeftynorth@aol.com

CHARTS AND BOOKS
Books for Sale: Fagan’s Cruising Guide for San 
Francisco to Ensenada, Mexico $15; Douglass’s 

Exploring the Pacific Coast, San Diego to Seattle $20. 
Call Ralph at P. 778.294.3354, C. 778.874.5041 

Book Wanted: Looking to buy as soon as possible a 
copy of Don Douglass’s Exploring the North Coast of 
British Columbia: Blunden Harbour to Dixon Entrance. 

Contact Sara at sara.huerter@gmail.com

Free Charts: West Africa Photocopied Charts. 
Bellingham Chart Printers mistakenly sent me their 

Portfolio 503, which is photocopies of Defense 
Mapping Agency charts, 2/3 size, of West Africa from 
Sierra Leone to Nigeria. I don’t have any intention of 
going there, so am offering them to whoever wants to 

come to Ladner to pick them up.  
Contact Richard Hudson at  

(P) 778.772.3446, rhudson@issuma.com.

51037N/A – Ilha de Orango to Monrovia,

51620 – Cape Sierra Leone to Cape Mount,

51621 – Freetown and Approaches,  
Plan: Freetown Harbor,

51637N/A – Robertsport and Approaches,  
Plan: Monrovia Harbor,

51640N/A – Cape Mount to Cestos River,

51641N/A – Monrovia Harbor and Approaches,  
Plan: Monrovia Harbor,

51642N/A – Port of Buchanan and Approaches,  
Plan: Port of Buchanan and Waterhouse Bay,

51644N/A – Port of Greenville and Approaches,

51660N/A – Cesto River to Cape Palmas,

51663 – Garrawe to Pointe Tafou,  
Plan: Cape Palmas Anchorage,

57000 – Monrovia to Cape Three Points,

57006 – Cape Three Points to Cape Lopez,

57040 – Harper to Grand-Lahou,

57060 – Grand-Lahou to Cape Three Points  
(Gulf of Guinea) (Omega),

57061N/A – Approaches to Takoradi and Sekondi 
(Ghana),

57062 – Approaches to Takoradi and Sekondi (Ghana),

57063 – Approaches to Abidjan,

57064N/A – Port of Abidjan,

57080 – Takoradi to Cape St. Paul,

57081 – Approaches to Accra and Tema Harbour,

57082 – Port of Tema and Accra Roads (Ghana),  
A. Port of Tema, B. Accra Roads,

57100 – Cape St. Paul to Lagos (Omega),

57101 – Lagos Harbour and Approaches,  
Plan: Lagos Harbour and Approaches,

57102 – Approaches to Lome and Kpeme,  
Plan: Port of Lome,

57103N/A – Cotonou and Approaches, Plan: Cotonou,

57120 – Lagos to Pennington River,

57121N/A – Ports in the Niger Delta,  
Plans: A. Port of Forcados and Port of Burutu,  

B. Port of Koko, C. Port of Warri, D. Port of Sapele,

57065 – Ports of Sekondi and Takoradi

ELECTRONICS
For Sale: Dr. LED Polar Star 40 masthead tricolour.  

Fits Aqua Signal Series 40, Attwood, Hella, and Perko. 
Never used – original package. $15. Contact for further 

info: nello.angerilli@gmail.com

OTHER GEAR
For Sale: 42 hp Pathfinder Marine Diesel. I am 

re-powering Cygnet and have my old Pathfinder Marine 
diesel for sale. I am selling this for either a potential 
rebuild or parts. There is no alternator or gearbox 

included. Make me an offer! Contact Brian at  
svcygnet@gmail.com,  

P. 250.634.1026, C. 250.634.1026

mailtofeeftynorth@aol.com
mailto:sara.huerter@gmail.com
mailto:rhudson@issuma.com
mailto:nello.angerilli@gmail.com
mailto:svcygnet@gmail.com
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Tradewinds
For Sale: Autohelm 4000. Works well  

(on a 38' sloop). Complete unit, including wind 
monitor, extra belts. $125.  

For further info: nello.angerilli@gmail.com

For Sale: 20KG Genuine Bruce Anchor – was 
back-up anchor so rarely used, $200. 50' 5/16" 
BBB chain, never used, $100. Lewmar 10mm 
(3/8") chain-stopper with lever, never used  

(in original package), $50.  
For further info: nello.angerilli@gmail.com

For Sale: Miscellaneous gear. Fiorentino Parachute 
Anchor, 24 foot diameter, $400.  

Multi-coloured asymmetrical cruising spinnaker 
with brand new sock (40'4" Luff, 38'6" leech, 

28'8" foot), $900. Brand new Nicro 24 hr. deck 
solar fan, $100. SG230 smart tuner for SSB/Ham 

radio, $100. Call Ralph at P. 778.294.3354,  
C. 778.874.5041 

For Sale: Racor 200FG diesel fuel filters and 
cartridges. $40 each with spare cartridges. Items 
are in Surrey. Please call Gordon at 250.618.3510

For Sale: I have a large Wichard backstay 
tensioner for sale. I believe it adjusts from 20 
to 27 inches fully extended, too large for my 

intended use. $50. Item is in Surrey.  
Please call Gordon at 250.618.3510. 

For Sale: I have a Davis Mark 25 sextant in 
excellent condition that I would like to sell. It 

includes the add-on level prism that helps ensure 
the sextant is level when taking a sight. New cost 
would be $199US plus the cost of the level prism 
and shipping. I would like $100 CDN. Item is in 

Surrey. Please call Gordon at 250.618.3510

For Sale: Zodiac 6-Person Life Raft. In canister with 
cradle. Last re-packed and certified April 2011. $800 
OBO. Bill Burr, billburr@gmail.com, 250.895.9240

MOORAGE / ACCOMMODATION
Cowichan Bay Moorage Available: 45' slip at the 

Cowichan Bay Marina. $450.25/month moorage fee 
includes a basic $25 hydro charge (the remainder is 
metered), internet, shower, and unreserved parking. 

Pay 6 months in advance and save.  
Good docks, friendly and fair marina owners. 

Contact Gary and Richard at 250.701.9033  
or email CowichanBayMarina@shaw.ca.  

(Posted by satisfied marina tenant Donna Sassaman, 
dlsassaman@gmail.com) 

Coal Harbour Moorage Available: Moorage available 
at Harbour Cruises, right at the base of Denman 

Street in Coal Harbour. $12.15/ft based on an annual 
payment. Sailboats only as width is limited. 40-46' 
length. Take over my lease and enjoy this prime 
location. Side tie. Very easy access in and out.  

Deep draft. Call Chris at 778-874-7476

Nanaimo Moorage Available: Long term moorage 
at the Marinaside Resort Marina (The Palms 

Marina), Nanaimo. This is a gated marina with 
security cameras. The slip is 46' and can take a 42' 

vessel. The cost is $420 per month. The marina 
is a 5-minute walk from BC Ferries and parking 

is available. This makes it a desirable location for 
mainland cruisers for the ease of sailing the Gulf 

Islands. Please contact dockc13@gmail.com 

mailto:nello.angerilli@gmail.com
mailto:nello.angerilli@gmail.com
mailto:billburr@gmail.com
mailto:CowichanBayMarina@shaw.ca
mailto:lsassaman@gmail.com
mailto:dockc13@gmail.com


Mail Agreement Number: 40036791.Mail Agreement Number: 40036791.

T. 604.980.BOAT (2628)
E. tos.boat@hubinternational.com

www.hubmarine.ca

CALL OR EMAIL US 
FOR A QUOTE TODAY.

GOING OFF-SHORE? PROTECT YOUR DREAMS.
The best way to protect your dreams is by insuring with HUB International 

MARINE. Our experienced crew of marine insurance specialists can provide 

you with coverage* for your voyage whatever the destination. We have 

coverage available for USA (east coast, west coast and Hawaii), Mexico, 

Panama, Caribbean, South Pacific, New Zealand, Australia & Mediterranean. 

*Proudly written by London & Canadian Underwriters

Bluewater Cruising Association 
8886 Hudson St., Vancouver, BC V6P 4N2 
1-888-398-3095 Message Box 
www.bluewatercruising.org  
admin@bluewatercruising.org

mailto:tos.boat@hubinternational.com
http://www.hubmarine.ca
http://www.bluewatercruising.org
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